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ABSTRACT
The current asset patient accounts receivable is generally the second
largest asset on the balance sheet of any hospital, trailing only the
investment in property, plant, and equipment in terms of dollars.
Accounts receivable is a near liquid asset, because when collected, it
becomes cash. Patient accounts receivable in hospitals consist of
several distinct components. Government programs, such as Medicare and
Medicaid, typically do not cover all charges on a patient's hospital
bill. Traditional indemnity plans through an employer can cover all or
only a portion of the charges depending on the policy provisions of the
insured. Managed care programs, consisting of Health Maintenance
Organizations (HMO's) or Preferred Provider Options (PPO's), mandate
specific rules as to where the beneficiary can or cannot go to seek
health care. Each type of coverage is unique. This places a great deal
of burden on the provider of care (hospital/physician) to follow the
appropriate rules to obtain the proper payment. With health care costs
rising, more emphasis is being shifted from full coverage plans to plans
in which the patient/beneficiary must share in the cost of care. These
typically are known in the industry as patient co-pays and deductibles.
When a hospital is paid less than full charges, it has fiduciary
responsibility to collect the remainder from the patient where
applicable. Not-for-profit Catholic hospitals are often not thought of
as businesses. This presents a problem for an effective collection
process. Hospitals require cash and profits to remain in operation over
the long term, just like any other going concern. Hospitals must collect
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their patient accounts receivable in a professional, assertive way while
maintaining a positive public image. The increased pressure to collect
this growing portion of receivables forces department management to look
at more efficient systems to complement the collection effort. The
purpose of this Applied Management Decision Report is to analyze the
computer software available which would allow a hospital to be successful
in reducing its investment in accounts receivable. The hospital will
have to invest in software in order to help achieve stated accounts
receivable reduction goals.
This report analyzes three separate software alternatives that would
allow the Patient Accounts Department to operate more effectively.
Shared Medical Systems' Collector Work Station was the first
alternative. This system has an interface with the existing hospital
mainframe. The hospital then looked at the Accounts Receivable Tracking
System by Productive Data Management which has a number of features that
are beyond the immediate needs of St. Mary's Hospital. Finally, the
hospital looked at the Dexel 's Cash Flow Manager which is one of the most
widely known software products available in this category. Each software
alternative is examined and the vendor selected which will best achieve
the collection goals of the department.
The Cash Flow Manager product by Dexel Corporation was chosen as the
best solution for St. Mary's Hospital. Its software flexibility and
proven track record met all of the needed requirements.
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1BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Hospital Internal Environment
St. Mary's Hospital is a not-for-profit 314 bed acute care facility,
located on the East side of Milwaukee. St. Mary's is a Catholic hospital
sponsored by the religious order of the Daughters of CharitYt with
headquarters located in St. Louis, Missouri. The Daughters of Charity,
with over 44 hospitals, are the largest not-for-profit health care system
in the United States. St. Mary's, as a member of the Daughters of
Charity, follows the overall philosophy of the order and bases its
business and spiritual principles on the Mission Statement. The Mission
Statement of St. Mary·s is listed in Appendix A. Upon examination of the
Mission Statement, it can be determined that it is indeed appropriate for
a hospital to operate in a sound and prudent way when it comes to
managing the hospital's financial resources. Therefore, the hospital is
structured much like a traditional for-profit business. The main
difference is that St. Mary's, as a non-profit organization, does not
have stockholders and does not have to pay corporate income taxes.
An organizational chart for St. Mary's is listed in Appendix B. The
Patient Accounts Division of the Finance Department will be the major
operational department analyzed, but the many interrelationships that
exist among all departments in a hospital cannot be overemphasized. The
financial goal that drives the Patient Accounts Department is the
maintenance of an adequate cash flow for the hospital and its ability to
achieve bUdgeted levels of days revenue outstanding. This is also known
as days in accounts receivable. Days of revenue outstanding is a key
ratio of the effectiveness of a hospital patient accounts receivable
department. In Table 1 the ratio is defined and a sample calculation
2Table 1
CALCULATION OF DAYS IN ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - GROSS METHOD
To calculate gross days in patient accounts receivable, the total
revenue per montil and the number of days in each month for the prior
three months are totaled~ The total three months' revenue is divided by
the total number of days to arrive at an average daily revenue. The
current gross receivables are then divided by the average daily revenue
to determine current gross days in accounts receivable. Gross revenue
includes all services billable to the patient. Cash collected prior to
services rendered are not deducted from gross revenue but do reduce
accounts receivable on the day the cash is posted~
Exampl e:
Month Days Revenue
--
March 31 $12,515,000
April 30 11,483,000
r~ay 31 12,587,000
92 $36,585,000
Revenue per day = •s $36,585,000 / 92
Revenue per day = •s 397,663
Accounts Receivable 25,600,000
Accounts Receivable $25,600,000
= = 64.4 Days
Revenue per day 397,663
given; The overall level of days in accounts receivable gives a strong
indicator of the financial stability and cash flow of a hospital.
Hospitals with a high level of days in accounts receivable are
inefficiently performing their fiduciary role to minimize this investment
on the bal ance sheet. Tabl e 2 portrays the December 31 , 1991 bal ance
sheet and days revenue outstanding ratio for St. Mary's Hospital. St.
3Mary1s as of December 31, 1990 had days of revenue outstanding of 63
days. Comparative data obtained from trade journals for similar
hospitals are 71 days also shown in Table 2.
Key Functions of the Patient Accounts Receivable Department
For a successful Patient Accounts Department to operate there must be
cohesion among several functions. These functions must relate and
integrate efficiently in order for the hospital to get the patient1s
claim paid. The functions of a patient accounts receivable system are as
follows:
1. Admission and registration function
2. Billing and follow up of a patient account
3. Collection of the account
Admission and registration of the account entails gathering the
appropriate clinical, demographic, and financial information necessary to
bill the appropriate insurance company to collect the account in a timely
manner. Often overlooked, it is the quality of data gathered at this
stage that directly impacts on the timeliness of payment. Obtaining and
verifying precise names, addresses, guarantor, and insurance information
is key to the successful admission and registration function.
Billing and follow up of an account consists of gathering all patient
charges entered onto a patient record in an accurate and timely fashion.
Once the charges have been gathered and medical record processing
completed, the patient account is ready to be submitted to the
appropriate insurance company for payment. The most common media for
submitting a bill is a standard billing document called a UB-82 Claim
Form. This claim form standardizes coding and information gathering
Table 2
St. Mary's Hospital - Milwaukee
Balance Sheet ($000'5)
December 31,1990
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ASSETS
Current Assets:
Cash and Short Term Investments
Patient Receivables (Net)
Other Receivables
Inventori es
Other Current Assets
Total Current Assets
Investments:
Investments, Long Term
Funds Held by Trustee
Donor Restricted Assets
Land Held for Future Expansion
Investment in Subsidiary
Total Investments
Property, Plant and Equipment, Net
Intercompany Advances and Other Assets
Total Assets
December 31 , 1990 June 30, 1990
$ 2,622 $ 3,807
20,501 18,851
950 845
598 562
7,107 2,840
31 ,778 26,905
21 ,249 20 ,551
568 547
762 37
1 ,511 1 ,505
3,600 3,600
27,690 26,240
40,240 39,531
2,099 2,063
$101 ,807 $94,739
Table 2
Continued
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE
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December 31 , 1990 June 30, 1990
Current Liabilities:
Current Maturity of Long Term Debt
Accounts Payable
Accrued Liabilities
Contracts Payable
Payable to Third Party Payors
Total Current Liabilities
$ 432
7,326
6,871
125
7,311
22,065
$ 357
8,179
5,364
o
6,746
20,646
Long Term Debt:
Tax Exempt Bonds Payable
Notes Payabl e
Capital Lease Obligations
Total Long Term Debt
-Les s Cu rren t Ma tu ri ti es
Net Long Term Debt
Deferred Revenues
Other Liabilities
Fund Balance:
Unrestricted
Restricted
Total Fund Balance
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE
Net Days Revenue Outstanding:
St. Mary's Hospital
Acute Care Urban Hospitals with
Simil ar Bed Size
21 ,780 21 ,935
2,145 2,224
468 42
24,393 24,201
(432) (357 )
23,961 23,844
71 70
2,675 2,910
52,273 47,232
762 37
53,035 47,269
$101 ,807 $94,739
63 61
71 73
6requirements of the government and commercial insurance companies_ An
example of a completed UB-82 Insurance Bill Form is listed in
Appendix C_ When all the data requirements are met, the claim form can
be sent to the proper insurance company or government unit (for Medicare
Title 18 or Medicaid Title 19 claims) for processing and payment_ Once
an account is billed obtaining payment is largely dependent on the
quality of the data submitted and the paying practices of the insurance
company. When an account has been billed and remains unpaid for
approximately 45 days follow up action is required. This is currently a
manual process which often involves telephoning the insurance company to
find out the status of the claim. A claim can be pended for many
reasons_ Some of the most common are:
1 ~ To review the appropriateness of charges
2~ To gather further information from the insured to see if there
is additional insurance coverage which may pay all or part of this claim_
3. Claim was never received
4. A review of the medical record may be warranted_
5. Incomplete information on the UB-82 Bill Form
All of the above reasons lead to a delay in cash flow_ The claim often
needs additional work to get payment processed_ This additional work
requires skilled staff to cut through the "red tape" and obtain payment.
At any point in time, at St. Mary's Hospital, there are approximately
4,000 open commercial claims that need insurance follow-up_ A system
that can remember when a claim was billed and when it should be paid ;s
necessary to automate this process~ Table 3 shows the patient self-pay
and the commercial insurance accounts receivable dollars from June, 1989
7to December, 1990. Note that the amount of accounts receivable has
increased by 30.1% over the 30 month period.
Table 3
Patient Self Pay and Commercial Insurance Accounts Receivable Dollars
For Peri ad June, 1989 to December 31 , 1990
($000,5)
June
1989
June
1990
December % Change
1990 1988-1990
$9,004 $10,400 $11,711
$7,783 $ 8,573 $ 9,499Commercial Accounts Receivable
Patient Pay Accounts Receivable
Total Accounts Receivable
External Environment
1 ,221 1 ,827 2,212
22.0%
81.0
30.1%
Today, according to Larkin, changes in tile health care environment
are challenging a hospital's financial viability. (Larkin, 1989) These
changes, from the federal perspective, include implementation of the
prospective payment system and the loss of periodic interim payments for
many hospitals. Furthermore, hospitals will be affected by the
implementation of planned changes in outpatient reimbursement. Changes
from the third party payor perspective are causing significant problems
in hospital accounts receivable. For example, precertifications, higher
deductibles, and more audits are causing receivables to rise. From the
patient perspective, there are increasing numbers of patients
experiencing difficulties with meeting these higher deductibles.
Patients are seeking to spread these deductibles over many months,
through installment payments.
Hospitals today, according to Larkin, face ever increasing pressures
from many sources. These include: bad debts, charity care, delays in
collections, decreases in cash flow, and increases in the investment of
working capital required to support inflated accounts receivable levels.
(Larkin, 1989)
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9PROBLEM ANALYSIS
Operating the Patient Accounts Department More Like a Business
According to Ewbanks, self-pay patients are among the fastest growing
sources of hospital revenue. They are also one of the more risky
sources, financial experts say_ Increased dependence on self pay revenue
is prompting many hospitals to take a closer look at patients' ability to
pay before granting credit. According to Michael Staten, Associate
Director of the Credit Research Center at Purdue University, "that might
mean pulling a credit report on a patient." (Ewbanks, 1989) This is one
aspect of running more like a business that hospital boards must face.
Most businesses verify credit worthiness of new customers as part of
establishing the business relationship before the first sale is made.
Hospitals are rarely given that opportunity. Hospitals treat patients on
an as-needed basis. Hospital bills are often unexpected and unplanned.
Long acute illnesses can threaten the financial security of an under
insured or uninsured patient. Weigh the fiscally unprepared debtor with
the expectation that the bill must be paid in a timely manner and the
underlying potential conflict that makes the job of the health care
collector very difficult is evident.
Many consumers have not separated the religious sponsored hospital
from that of the church, according to Bruce Nelson of the Milwaukee based
consultants Zimmerman &Associates. Mr. Nelson states II pass the plate
and pay if you want to is the attitude of many consumers. 1I (Nelson and
Zimmerman, 1989) To counter this perception, hospitals must utilize
their psychological edge in obtaining payment commitments before service
is rendered or at the time of pre-admission. Education of patients, to
help them pay the.bill before service is rendered, is one goal that the
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patient financial services department needs to achieve. However, because
many health care services are rendered on an emergency basis, the
patient/consumer quickly becomes the debtor~ Many patients expect the
hospital to absorb their small piece. Hospitals have not been aggressive
collectors in the past and now are having a tougher time convincing the
consumer that their health care expenses must be paid along with the
telephone and electric bills. Often it is the health care bill that goes
to the bottom of the bill pile. With the advent of managed care, DRG's
and competition, hospitals have to rethink their business philosophy_ I
Investing in technology and human resource development training will make
the hospitals able to run more like a business.
Present System Limitations
Patients with insurance, for Whom the hospital has obtained
assignment for payment of benefits, generally will be billed for the
self-pay portion after the insurance has paid the hospital. With the
present mainframe system, no automated letters are generated on this
growing portion of the accounts receivable. Therefore, more clerical
effort is required to get an account paid and the credit and collection
department becomes less efficient. St. Mary's mainframe SMS Financial
Management System has inherent roadblocks to efficient processing. The
inpatient portion of the processing - called the accounts receivable
file - was developed in the 1970's by SMS. Little software modification
has been made to the processing of these accounts. Severe operational
limitations have not been addressed by this vendor. The Emergency Room
and Outpatient processing portion of the SMS System has been modified,
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but inherent processing deficiencies remain. The limitations of the
present Shared Medical Systems (SMS) billing system are as follows:
1. Inpatient accounts, after the insurance company pays, have to
be manually revised to "move the money" from insurance to sel f pay.
Statement mailers are only generated when a patient self pay portion is
indicated.
2. System generated statement mailers are inefficient in a number
of ways and do not motivate the patient to pay as well as collection
notices do.
3. Timeliness of the statement mailers is unacceptable. The SMS
data mailers used presently by St. Mary's Hospital are produced only on a
weekly basis for discharged inpatients. This delay can cause the
collection of the patient portion to be significantly delayed for a
minimum of 12 days after the insurance company has paid. Table 4
illustrates the delay that can be caused by this system limitation.
4. Credit notes can't be entered on an account by departmental
personnel until the patient is discharged. This means that all
pre-admission and pre-discharge interviews conducted with a patient have
to be manually written on face sheets and kept with the patient file.
The system does not permit data entry until the patient bill is printed.
This occurs approximately five days after the patient has gone home. The
manual review and revising of the money between the insurance and the
patient portion must be hand written on a coding sheet and sent to data
entry.
5. There are no edits built into the data entry screens to
determine whether the correct insurance plans for that patient had been
entered. Because SMS is a batch processing system, the account updates
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at day end processing. The following day, any rejection errors must be
manually reentered. The example of patient John Davis listed in Table 4
can be fairly common and does not take into account potential delays in
mailing or delays due to clerical absenteeism. The name of the game in
accounts receivable is speed and accuracy_ Given the fact that the
patient has 14 days to pay, a total of 26 days pass before the patient
portion of the account can be satisfied. The insurance company probably
had the claim a minimum of 21 days before the hospital received their
payment~ After reviewing this typical scenario for Mr. Davis, it becomes
apparent that the payment cycle must be shortened wherever possible. It
is safe to say that most businesses that carry an account for this period
of time would have a great investment in accounts receivable on their
balance sheet. The manager's role is to turn accounts receivable into
cash as quickly as possible. The above example shows that automated
systems are necessary to get the account paid sooner. By increasing cash
and reducing the investment in accounts receivable, the hospital will
have funds available for payment of debt or financing additional medical
equipment.
Whiteside states that during the post 1970 time period, high interest
rates along with the beginning of the art of corporate cash management
began to impress top financial managers that the director of the credit
function is actually an administrator of a very large investment and
deserved more recognition and support. (Whiteside, 1987) The role of
the modern on-line accounts receivable systems as "profit generators"
apparently is not widely recognized. One major benefit of using a
receivables system designed to aid and support credit and collection
staff, is to help them reduce the investment in receivables. When a
13
Table 4
Average length of Time to Get a Bill Paid
with the Present SMS System
Patient: John Davis
Day 1.
Day 2.
Day 3~
Day 4.
Day 5.
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Cash received from insurance
company $400.00 indicating 20%
co-payment from patient Who now
owes remaining $100.00.
No processing done on this account.
No processing done on this account.
Department personnel review the
cash posting and code a revision
statement to allow computer to bill
the pati ent.
Patient portion is now identified
on the account as $100.00.
Day 6-8. Wednesday-Friday No processing occurs as automated
statements are processed only on a
weekly basis.
Day 9. Saturday
Day 10. Sunday
Day 11. Monday
Day 12. Tuesday
Statements are produced showing
balance due from John Davis for
$100.00
No acti vi ty.
Statements produced the previous
Saturday are mailed to the patient.
Patient receives statement for
$100.00.
credit department is given the tools it needs for controlling credit
exposures and collect ng past due accounts, it has the potential to
reduce the investment in receivables by 5-10%. Whiteside states three
observations about automated credit systems. They are:
1. A typical credit department all to often has been forced to
work inefficiently with manual procedures. Automation produces
more efficiency with the same staff.
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2. The professionals in the credit department are eager and
dedicated to doing their job right. Automation helps achieve
that ..
3. If they are finally given the right working tools, available
from today's preprogrammed receivables management system, you
will be amazed at the profit-making results_ (Whiteside, 1987)
Mr. Whiteside has 22 years experience in the accounts receivable
corporate arena. For-profit businesses have been utilizing automation
for a much longer period of time than hospitals. Hospitals, as mentioned
previously, have only recently needed to be concerned with profitability.
Hospitals were on lIeasy street ll in terms of accountability because rates
could be raised whenever costs went up. Prior to the factors of
competition and fixed reimbursement mechanisms, hospitals paid little
attention to management of the largest current asset on the balance sheet.
Role of the Patient Accounts Manager
The patient accounts manager has the most important role in
coordinating the activities of the department. According to Herkimer,
the patient accounts manager has the key accountability to mobilize and
manipulate its human and material resources effectively, so that the
department reaches its established goals and objectives. (Herkimer,
1983) The patient account manager must create an environment that
enhances working conditions and improves productivity. The primary goal
is to maintain the working capital required to finance the hospital's
accounts receivable at a realistic minimum. The effective management of
patient accounts receivable is the single most important factor in the
financial success of the hospital. Six objectives have been identified
by Herkimer as essential in carrying out the department's mission:
1. To elevate and improve the status, quality, and quantity of
business services to the hospital patients
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2. To be cost effective, without sacrificing quality
3. To assist and counsel patients in managing and meeting their
financial obligations to the hospital
4. To minimize the hospital·s losses due to bad debts and
uncollectible accounts
5. To work with the other hospital departments and the medical
staff in order to create an effective two way communication system which
will enhance and expedite reimbursement to the hospital.
6. To accomplish these objectives in an environment that is
efficient and pleasant for patients, medical staff, and hospital
employees.
Seider &Cleverly state that industry experience suggests that
patient receivables constitute the most critical area of importance in
cash management. In general, accounts receivable usually represents 60
to 70% of a hospitals investment in current assets. (Seider and
Cleverly, 1990)
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AUTOMATING THE PROCESS OF RECEIVABLES
Within the arena of custom software, applications that directly
affect the patient accounts department include application software that
automates the collection and insurance follow up process. Because of the
ability to determine which patient accounts get first priority,
productivity is increased. An automated system doubles the number of
accounts that a collector can service. In Hospitals Magazine, Larkin
reported on one example in which the system increased productivity by
pre-screening accounts; According to Ken Scott, Corporate Receivables
Manager for Harris Methodist Health System, Harris designed its own
automated receivables follow up system to replace the manual system it
was using. liMy collectors won't even see an account that is doing what
it is supposted to be doing" Scott states. {Larkin, 1989)
With an automated system the accounts are preprogrammed to appear
according to specified criteria. By programming the accounts for
presentation to the staff, the account representative does not need to
spend time prioritizing which account needs attention next. Automated
systems allow management personnel to assign work and monitor progress on
an individual basis. Through profile decisions, this process can be
customized to meet the staffing demands of each individual work
situation. Priorities can also be changed to meet the demands of
management.
The following intervals usually exist in the hospital accounts
receivable collection cycle: admission to discharge, discharge to bill
completion, bill completion to receipt by payor, receipt by payor to
mailing of payment, mailing of payment to receipt by hospital, and
receipt by hospital to deposit in bank. In order to speed up the cycle
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that is mentioned above, the patient accounts manager must look toward
automation whenever possible. Choosing a system that combines the
functionality with the existing human resources available is most
important. Choosing a system, according to Athey &Zmud, requires
looking at the five stages of a systems life cycle. The five stages of
the systems life cycle are: systems analysis, systems design, systems
acquisition's systems implementation, and systems maintenance.
The purpose of systems analysis is to analyze a business activity, to
assess the feasibility of a proposed information system, and to determine
how it should function. Systems design is the selection of various
hardware and software components, as well as development of operating
procedures needed to link these components to meet the users' needs.
During the systems acquisition phase, hardware and software are
purchased. Systems implementation requires testing, training and
developing a conversion strategy. Systems maintenance is the ongoing
efforts taken to ensure that the system continues to meet the needs of
the business over a period of time. Figure 1 taken from Athey and Zmud,
shows the percentage relationships that the five stages of a system are
comprised of. (Athey and Zmud, 1988)
Cost-Benefit Analysis of an Automated System
Justifying the purchase, according to Farrar, can be a difficult
task. {Farrar, 1988} With system costs between $200,000-$300,000
management must understand the benefits of such a system before approving
its purchase. Most vendors provide a self-help worksheet that walks the
receivable manager through such a process. An example of Dexel
Corporation's cost benefit worksheet is listed as Appendix D.
Implementation (J.O;()
Acqui3ition (15.07;)
Llf~l~ C=YCLE OF A SYSTEM
lABOR HOURS SPENT
AnoJy~i~ (50~)
Maintenance (67.0h)
Fi gure 1
Five Stages of System
Life Cycle
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FROM Introduction to Computers and Information Systems
by T; Athey and R~ Zmud, p 300.
Scott, Foresmand and Company, 1988.
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According to Farrar, productivity improvement is the key. (Farrar,
1988) Significant cost savings maybe realized by purchasing an already
developed system as opposed to developing one in-house. Hospitals must
determine Whether it is more cost effective to develop an in-house system
or purchase one that already exists in the marketplace.
In order to determine Whether it is cost justified to purchase an
already developed system versus designing a system with in-house
expertise a number of factors must be considered.
1. Information systems staff expertise currently available.
2. The skill mix level of the existing staff.
3~ The corporate philosophy of designing an in-house system.
4. Financial resources available to the proposed project.
S. Time-frame required to install the project.
St. Mary·s Hospital's Information System Department consists of
systems support analysts and two managers. The systems support analysis
are not trained programmers. Their main focus is to problem solve and
fine tune existing application software for the various clinical and
financial applications. Budget constraints imposed by the Daughters of
Charity preclude the hospital from investing heavily in application
programmers. The Shared Medical System programs are purchased as is by
the Daughters of Charity Hospitals. Any modifications are handled
through a formal request for custom programming submitted to the vendor.
At St. Mary's, as well as the other Daughters of Charity Hospitals, there
is a heavy emphasis on the purchase of fully integrated and ready to use
applications. The many applications used must interact with each other.
If the systems were designed internally, this would require more
resources than are presently available. It is important to note that the
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health care reimbursement, clinical, financial and operational needs are
very complex. Programmers and information systems staff would have to
have a thorough working knowledge of the entire health care delivery
process and knowledge of features unique to St. Mary's.
The present information systems staff currently has a two year
backlog for installing already approved systems in the Materials
Management and Surgery Departments. It would be extremely difficult to
ask for additional and costly technical staff in the present fiscal
environment. The Patient Accounts Department, with the approval of the
chief financial officer, has determined that it is in the best interest
of the hospital to install a packaged collection system that already has
proven itself in other hospitals.
Farrar cites nine reasons listed most often by clients as to why they
installed an automated collection system. They are:
1. Real time capability to process and analyze customer accounts
2. Ability to reduce costly errors
3. Greater managerial control of receivables - reporting and
analysis
4. Ability to reduce clerical intensive tasks
5. Greater management control of policies
6. Decreased bad debt write-offs
7. Decreased days of revenue outstanding
8. Ability to make credit management more pro-active, as opposed
to reactive, which increases profitability of credit sales.
Hospitals typically have to prepare a bill so that virtually
all transactions are credit sales.
9. Ability to anticipate future systems growth. (Farrar, 1988)
According to Farrar, in-house systems can cost three to five times
more than pre-written software because of development and support costs.
The vendor of a pre-written system has already made the large scale
investment in research and development. The vendor seeks to recover
those costs by spreading them out over the number of applications sold.
According to the article by Farrar, Ken Zigmund of Eaton Corporation
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found that packaged software could indeed be modified to the specific
complex needs at Eaton. Zigmund states that it has IIgiven me the ability
to manage a very large and expanding portfolio of receivables with no
increase in corporate credit staff. In fact, we have reduced our
dependency on temporary help during our peak volume from two weeks per
month to one week per month. 1I {Farrar, 1988) Eaton also notes an
increase in the staff's productivity. For example, the customer inquiry
service staff can get on-line information about the customer account. As
noted previously, the SMS System does not allow credit notes until an
inpatient account is discharged and a final bill prepared.
In Farrar1s article, Zigmund also notes another advantage of
purchasing a packaged system:
One of the big drawbacks of a system developed in-house, is the
fact that you are developing it in your own little world. You cannot
get the benefit of the universe, what is available and the different
ways of doing things. You must rely on your concept, which will fit
based on what requirements you have established. Yet, three years
later, once the system is installed, you find that the world has
changed and you are three years behind. Packages eliminate that lag
because vendors are continually updating their systems as the world
changes. (Farrar, 1988)
At Textron, James OIReilly, Credit Manager states, IIthat every time
your doing something, you have to take a look at it and ask, is there a
way I can make this easier? Automate everything that is done manually.
You might think that you are all done, but you can keep turning around
and finding something else to automate. 1I (Farrar, 1988) As Tom Peters
states in this book Thriving on Chaos "try, try, try, ••• fail, fail,
fail, but if you do not try new things you will be left technologically
inferior to the competition. 1I (Peters, 1987)
Any major purchase at St. Mary's Hospital over $50,000 must go
through the major expenditure review process. This process is both a
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justification explaining the operational impacts upon the hospital as
well as the economic justification for the outlay of funds. Table 5 is a
quantitative analysis of the factors that affect the software purchase
decision~ The stated purpose of an automated collection system is to
systematically work higher account balances and collect accounts sooner.
The patients and the commercial insurance companies will be notified of
their liability sooner and with increased frequency, thus increasing cash
flow. The likelihood of collecting an account declines over time. It is
extremely important that the life cycle of self pay accounts be shortened.
The calculated payback of an automated collection system, utilizing
the data given in Table 5, is .56 of a year. This more than meets the
criteria established by the hospital's finance committee of three years
or less. The calculated savings for the reduction in the commercial
insurance category are achieveable and all estimates are realistic. An
outlay of $250,000 would cost the hospital $18,750 in lost interest
income in one year, but this is more than offset by the overall achieved
savings. It can also be noted that productivity improvements may also be
achieved, which would further justify the purchase of an automated
system. These productivity improvements were not considered as part of
the assumptions in Table 5~
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Table 5
Cost - Benefit Analysis of Purchasing an
Automated Collection Software Package
Section I. Reduction of bad debt write-off's by presenting accounts to
collectors earlier in the process.
$
1. Total Patient Receivables
2. Annual Patient Pay Revenue
3. Annual Bad Debt Expense
4. Bad Debt Ratio (3)/(2)
5. Estimated Reduction in Bad Debt (Industry Average)
Section I. Realized Savings (5) times (3)
(.015* 2,000,000)
$11 ,711 ,000
35,000,000
2,000,000
5.7%
1.5%
30,000
Section II. Improved cash flow by working more accounts earlier in the
collection process.
An improvement in days revenue outstanding for commercial insurance of
three days:
Commercial Accounts Receivable
Average Daily Revenue for Commercial Payors
Days Outstanding for Commercial Accounts
Improvement of Three Days
Section III. Interest earned on Section I and
Section II realized savings.
Average interest rate 7.5%
Section III savings
Total Savi ngs
Average Cost of an Automated System
Payback Period
$ 6,500,000
127,500
51 .0
$ 382,500
$ 412,500
0.075
$ 30,938
$ 443,438
$ 250,000
0.56
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EVALUATION
Several vendors offer on-site or local demonstrations of ~eir
particular product~ The Dexel Cash Flow Manager software is regularly
demonstrated at the IBM Office in downtown Milwaukee several times per
year. St. Mary's Hospital receivables management personnel were also
given an opportunity to view the SMS Collector Workstation product on
site at St. Mary's. SMS is a national leader in healthcare information
systems and had recently entered the marketplace with their product.
Because St~ Mary's currently uses SMS Independence software, there was no
cost to hospital staff to have SMS demonstrate their product and obtain a
price quote. Having the vendor on site enables various staff members to
ask questions. The staff will be the final end user on any system chosen
and need to buy into the product from the very beginning.
Through all of the above mentioned opportunities to learn about the
various automated collection and follow up systems on the market today,
three primary vendors were chosen for analysis~ The factors considered
in choosing the top three vendor candidates were: (a) system
functionality, (b) ability to interface with present SMS patient
accounting mainframe system, (c) cost, (d) industry wide acceptance,
and (e) vendor support network. Three vendors were chosen for
examination and scrutiny: Dexel's Cash Flow Manager, SMS' Collector
Workstation, and Productive Data Management's Accounts Receivable
Tracking System (ARTS)~
Dexel Cash Flow Manager
The Dexel Cash Flow Manager software package was brought to the attention
of hospital management in several ways. The product was featured in the
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professional journal Health Care Financial Management. Dexel held
several open houses and product demonstrations at the IBM training center
in Milwaukee. St. Vincent's Hospital, a sister hospital in Birmingham,
Alabama, signed a contract with Dexel and circulated system features to
other members of the Daughters of Charity. The wide availability of data
concerning the Dexel Cash Flow Manager greatly assisted department
management in educating senior management of the technology that existed
in the marketplace. Dexel is a business partner of International
Business Machines (IBM). As explained by Dexel marketing literature,
this relationship features system support and favorable discounts to
those IBM based clients~ IBM selects only the best vendors in the
various software specialties and assists them in marketing. These
software packages are completely compatible with IBM hardware and can
give the client "one stop shopping ll for their particular industry or
appl ication.
System Features. The Dexel Cash Flow Manager is considered to be the
oldest and largest software application for automated accounts receivable
systems for hospitals. Dexel was able to establish a niche by focusing
on the system weaknesses of the large mainframe based vendors, such as
SMS. As the number of open and delinquent patient accounts in hospitals
continued to grow, Dexel recognized an opportunity to specialize in
software that would increase the number of open accounts that an accounts
receivable department could process in a working day. The system
functions by presenting accounts to a collector via a computer terminal.
Through profiles, the client can prioritize exactly which accounts get
worked first.
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Traditional mainframe based systems, such as the hospital's present
SMS system, rely heavily on patient data mailer statements_ Appendix E
gives an example of a completed data mailer. Collection experts rate
data mailers behind the telephone call and the collection letter as
effective collection tools_ SMS offers collection letters, however a
separate update must be installed to utilize them. Dexel offers
automatic as well as semi-custom letters to be generated on demand by
collection personnel. Presently, collection personnel at St. Mary's rely
on a clerk to key in letters by utilizing a word processing package.
Although better than data mailers, these collection letters have to be
created by entering up to a dozen data elements to complete the letter.
With Dexel, all the components are in the data base and all the collector
has to do is select the letter that needs to be sent by utilizing
function keys. The letter is automatically printed on a letter quality
printer. There is no need for a secretary or a clerk to type the
letter. Dexel automates the number of accounts that a collector can
review and process during a day. The key to automation is to increase
the number of accounts that can be reviewed and decrease the time it
takes to get an account paid.
Specific features of the Dexel Cash Flow Manager Product are:
1. The Dexel Cash Flow Management System permits the patient
accounting office to issue a series of user defined notices prior to
direct personal contact by patient representatives.
2. Updated information obtained by patient representatives, i.e.,
new address or telephone number, automatically transfers back to the
mainframe data base.
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3. Promises to pay by patients are not forgotten. Through the use
of an electronic tickler file, any broken promise is immediately called
to the attention of a collection representative for immediate follow up.
4. With the exception of the letters generated, the entire system
is paperless. All data is presented to the collector on-line within the
individual patient record.
5. Accounts that need immediate follow up with commercial
insurance companies are automatically presented to an accounts receivable
representa ti ve.
6. Payment terms are automatically assigned for those patients
that cannot pay their balance in full. The patient representative must
be flexible because health care expenditures often come as a surprise to
the patient. With insurance companies as well as government programs
paying less than the full cost, the hospital has to be reasonable in
motivating the patient to pay. Good public relations must be weighted
against the desire to get the account paid in a timely manner.
7; Companionated accounts inquiry allows the hospital to combine
several different patient account numbers into one main account in an
automatic manner. A hospital is required to bill separately for each
diagnosis. As a result, the SMS patient accounting system assigns
separate patient numbers each time a patient receives a service. Without
companionation, the collection representative would have to search the
fil es to look for simil ar open accounts for the same pati ent. Dexel
links these accounts based on several key demographic matches, such as,
patient1s date of birth or social security number~ Through
companionation, all accounts are placed under a ubase" account so only
one patient representative is required to recover the outstanding balance.
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Smaller balances can be combined to determine where it may be cost
effective to proceed with collection efforts.
8. The Dexel System provides management with a very useful set of
productivity tools. Goals may be set for each collection representative
based on the number of telephone calls, contacts, promises to pay,
amounts of promise activity, and cash collections~ The system produces
graphic presentations on-line for management to coach individual
performance.
9. Complete control of specific accounts is afforded to management
for assignment to each patient account representative. Accounts
presented to each representative may be determined by payor code,
telephone numbers, account balance, and broken promises. The set up of
account assignment can be manipulated to handle shifts in staffing due to
illness, vacation or staff vacancies.
System Costs. Appendix D references the Cash Flow Manager materials
obtained from Dexel~ The Cash Flow Manager processing flow chart gives a
good overview of the information flow of the software. The Dexel Cash
Flow Manager utilizes exception processing to present to collectors only
those accounts that meet the predetermined criteria. A detailed
description of the various data elements is presented in Appendix D. It
is these master files in conjunction with profiles that determine the
processing cycle. The manager of the credit and collection department
sets up the work que by programming the specific Cash Flow Manager
profiles. In this way as work loads and priorities change the manager
has the ability to assign the presentation of the accounts to where the
need is the greatest.
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The Dexel product includes all the necessary software and hardware to
functionally operate the system. The Cash Flow Manager product runs on
an IBM AS-400 Series mini-computer and can utilize the hospitals present
CRT·s. The proposal submitted by Dexel allowed for 200 programming hours
to interface from the present SMS financial accounts receivable system to
the Cash Flow Manager~ This interface would be similar to the one that
Dexel had to link to which the other Daughters of Charity Hospitals
already on board. The software maintenance required would be a separate
ongoing cost of the system. St. Mary·s Hospital already was in the
market for an AS-400 system so the Information Systems Department just
needed to size the storage requirements to fit the needs of Patients
Accounts. The formal proposal from Dexel including all necessary
hardware, software, and interfaces was quoted at $325,000.00 with a
negotiated Daughters of Charity discount.
Shared Medical Systems· Collector Workstation Software
Shared Medical Systems (SMS) is presently the supplier of the
hospital·s mainframe clinical and financial reporting system. SMS
provides the Patient Accounts Department of St. Mary's Hospital with a
packaged billing and accounts receivable system. In Spring of 1990, SMS
announced its entry into the automated collection arena by announcing a
new package called Collector Workstation as part of patient accounts
release 21.0. Release 2l~O symbolized SMS' 21 years as the oldest and
largest provider of mainframe data systems to hospitals. St. Mary·s
Hospital, along with its sponsoring religious organization the Daughters
of Charity, had signed a contract with SMS in 1977. SMS regards the
Daughters of Charity as its largest single customer according to Hospital
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Information Systems management. As such, the relationship of the
Daughters of Charity and SMS is considered to be a working business
partnership. In the recent past SMS has fallen substantially behind in
presenting new products to the marketplace. Major changes in Federal
reimbursement from cost based to a diagnostic related group (DRG) based
billing system had consumed a large majority of its system programming
research and development resources. Niche vendors with interfaces to
SMS· mainframe processing system were able to beat SMS to the marketplace
in areas such as pharmacy processing, inventory processing and
receivables automation. Many of these niche vendors offered products
that were on-line systems utilizing inexpensive microcomputers or smaller
IBM 36 systems. During this period SMS steadfastly stood with its
batch-oriented processing system. Computer literate users were requiring
SMS to adapt to what other software vendors were offering. When SMS'
products were finally placed in the marketplace, specifically the
inventory processing and pharmacy applications, departmental management
deemed them inadequate and hastily put together. There is the inherent
thought of information systems personnel that if all data can be
processed adequately with one vendor while meeting the vast majority of
the end user's requirements tllat the primary vendor should get the
contract.
A major concern of the Information Systems Department is the
reluctance to have to support a multitude of systems, each having unique
interfacing and operational issues. The Patient Accounts Department
perspective would be to utilize the technology that best supported the
operations of that specific department's needs.
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Because of SMS· long relationship with St. Mary·s and the Daughters
of Charity, it was decided to take a serious look at the Collector
Workstation product. However, recent products of SMS have made
management. skeptical due to the lack of creativity and innovation.
System Features; SMS was asked to set up an in-house demonstration
at the hospital. Members of the hospital Patient Accounts Department
management as well as staff collectors were present. The SMS
presentati on was the second defnonstrati on the staff had been i nvi ted to.
A healthy comparison between Dexel and SMS was inevitable. By having the
same personnel attend both presentations the ability existed to evaluate
the merits of each system. SMS· handouts are attached as Appendix F at
the end of this report.
The SMS Collector Workstation product provided the following system
fea tures:
1. An on-line accounts processing cash posting system that
interfaced to the main batch system at a designated day end processing
time"
2. The ability to interface by establishing payor profiles
maintained by hospital personnel.
3. The ability to present accounts to collectors based on specific
predesigned criteria.
4. Pricing of hardware and software requirements substantially
1ess than the Dexel product.
Some of the immediate concerns of the staff were addressed during the
question and answer session following the presentation. During this
phase of the presentation bOtll management and system analysts were
present. They were able to sense first hand the reaction that users had
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to the Collector Workstation product_ Two key points were brought up
immediately in terms of perceived shortfalls of the system. They were:
1. No ability existed to create transactions which would update
the mainframe demographic records directly from the Collector Workstation
product_ This was felt to be a major system limitation as compared to
Dexel; SMS personnel tried to explain that the transactions could still
be processed in the traditional batch mode but the users felt that
signing off of Collector Workstation and having to re-sign on to the
mainframe was extremely inefficient and time consuming. This gave the
group the impression that this product was developed hastily with no
regard for the end user's requirements.
2_ No client base had been established to which St~ Mary's could
make a site visit. This gave the users an impression that the software
was too new to be seriously considered at this time_ The hospital could
not afford to gamble with an unproven product_ The Daughters of Charity
were not going to mandate any hospital to chose one particular system
over another based on any previous contract relationship with SMS.
System Costs. Appendix F gives a functional overview of the SMS
Collector Workstation Product. The system features are detailed.
Collector Workstation is a product released in patient account release
21 ~O. What this means to St. Mary's Hospital is that the release must be
purchased separately before all the benefits of Collector Workstation can
be realized. System profile decisions enable the user to define the
collector work priority. Because St. Mary's currently utilizes the SMS
Patient Accounting Software, Appendix F also goes into some depth as to
the steps the hospital would have to take to install the product.
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The interfacing of the SMS Collector Workstation product would not
need to be addressed as SMS had fully integrated its operating system to
functionally link both systems. The Collector Workstation product was
sold as part of a patient accounts packages called INVISION. With
INVISION the hospital received certain profile operated tables which
included the specific programming of Collector Workstation. The hospital
would be able to begin implementation with its present hardware
configuration. As mentioned previously, SMS had no existing clients on
board with Collector Workstation. The costs quoted by SMS to implement
the system fully was $125,000.00. This included the license, the
operating software as well as the first years software maintenance.
Productive Data Management1s Accounts Receivable Tracking System
System Features. A new product introduced to St. Mary's patient
account management was from a firm called Productive Data Management From
Los Angeles, California. The product is Called nARTS" for Accounts
Receivable Tracking System. The Productive Data Management Accounts
Receivable Tracking System is designed to work as an integral part of a
total hospital patient accounting system. ARTS begins to track a patient
account at the time of admission to ensure that the correct data is being
obtained, in order to met the billing requirements dictated by the third
party payors. The product represents four distinct modules that work in
unison to give added functionality to a patient accounting department.
Features of Productive Data Management's Accounts Receivable Tracking
System are:
1. At admission - ARTS reduces the risk of non-covered days and
unapproved patient stays with on-line contract terms and conditions.
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Separate and complete guarantor data for all accounts reduces the risk of
potential bad debts. This module allows the hospital to codify specific
terms of contracts that are unique to a specific admission. As rules and
admission requirements become more complex, a computer system is required
to alert the Patient Accounts Department. This is necessary in an
environment where more than 5-10 HMO contracts have to be managed.
2. Pre-discharge - ARTS allows on-line work listing of all
required clinical and financial information for timely follow-up. Daily
exception reports are produced for management to monitor a patient's
progress. All credit notes and insurance authorizations can be
documented and provided to the appropriate third party at time of
billing. In a managed care environment, authorizations for treatment
often need daily updating. The HMO typically has specific guidelines
based on diagnosis. For example, a maternity stay may be approved for
two days stay. If no additional authorization is obtained and the
patient is clinically required to stay an extra day, the hospital is at
risk for that extra day. The terms of the contract may even preclude the
hospital from billing the patient for any denied stay. In a competitive
environment in which there are numerous contacts with different terms and
conditions, the hospital is mandated to follow the rules or assume the
financial losses. The ARTS system attempts to codify these requirements
and alerts the users when specific payor rules need to be followed.
Specific profiles of the HMO requirements would need to be built and keep
updated.
3. Claims submission - on-line work listing of missing data
required for billing helps to eliminate billing backlogs. Costly
rebilling and denials can be avoided. An analysis of problem areas will
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allow management to identify specific individuals for additional
training_ This feature is tailored to an environment where multiple HMO
contracts exist_
4. Collection - on-line assignment of all accounts, claims and
guarantors, with customized tracer, letter and statement generation,
equip the follow-up staff with all the tools necessary to implement the
hospital collection procedures. Productivity reports by collector also
enhance management activities.
The ARTS system is designed to co-reside with St. Mary's present IBM
based SMS System. The ARTS System has all the features that the SMS
System and the Dexel System have in terms of the ability to generate
collection letters; Appendix G includes the functional overview of this
software product.
System Cost. The price quoted over the telephone by Cherie Payne the
Marketing Manager for Productive Data Management would be over
$375,000_00 not including specific hardware requirements. The firm does
not generally offer on site demonstrations. According to Ms_ Payne
typically '''the client comes to a demonstration site here in California. 1I
During the telephone interview it was determined that the majority of
their clients were located in California. The typical Productive Data
Management client was a major university hospital with over 500 beds and
over 25 HMO contracts. St. Mary's Hospital has only three major
contracts that account for the majori ty of HMO acti vi ty.
Appendix G is a functional overview of the Art's System. Artis is
based on various modules which interact with each other to operate the
entire system. A detailed listing of the systems functions is listed in
Appendix G.
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SOFTWARE DECISION
The need to automate the receivables follow-up area was analyzed.
The trend that more of the cost of health care is being shifted from the
insurance companies to the patient results in more collection activity
having to be undertaken by St. Mary's Hospital. An analysis of the
hospital's present Shared Medical System (SMS) mainframe based
receivables system showed a lack of flexibility to adapt to this new
environment. Hospital management was at a crossroads in terms of
planning for the future cash flow needs of the organization. Cost
reduction pressures were being pitted against rising work volumes. With
more accounts to collect and national signs of a recession, management
needed to seek out the necessary tools to increase cash collections and
to collect those patient accounts in a more cost effective way.
Management surveyed the environment and analyzed past payor trends in
an attempt to quantify the problem. Present system limitations required
that something be done; Through trade associations, peer networks, other
affiliated hospitals, vendor literature and trade journals it became
known that the problem was industry wide and St. Mary's was not alone.
Three vendors were chosen to submit requests for a proposal. Following
prescribed hospital purchasing policies, a request for capital funds was
prepared for upper management's approval. Vendors were asked to address
the key operational and interface issues that differentiated them from
their competition. References were obtained and a formal evaluation
process was implemented. Based upon specific criteria of past
performance, operational adaptability and an acceptable formal
cost-benefit analysis, Dexel's Cash Flow Management System was chosen.
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The SMS System despite already having the interface with the present
system was considered to be untested in the marketplace. It also had
some basic operational flaws which lent it to not be very flexible. The
Productive Data Management Systems' Accounts Receivable Tracking System
was deemed to be too sophisticated for St. Mary's at the present time.
In addition to having more functionality then the hospital presently
required from an accounts receivable follow-up system the ARTS product
was cost prohibitive. Upper management approved the choice of Dexel and
a contract to install an automated credit and collection follow-up system
was initiated at St; Mary's Hospital.
The decision criteria utilized in the software selection were as
follows:
1. Cost - benefit analysis as shown in Table 5.
2. External environmental factors that indicate a trend towards
more patient self-pay receivables.
3. Internal management pressures to maintain or reduce operating
expenses while increasing cash flow.
4. Corporate goals to reduce the investment in accounts receivable.
5. An investment in technology that will serve to increase
productivity with existing staff and alleviate the present system
shortcomings.
By surveying both the external and the internal environment, St.
Mary's is taking a proactive approach in reducing its investment in
accounts receivalbe. The network established with other Daughters of
Charity Hospitals served as a valuable resource to evaluate existing
alternatives to what is an industry-wide problem.
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Cash flow is the life blood of any company. In today·s healthcare
environment, where Medicare, Medicaid and managed care contract
reimbursement rates are not covering the increasing operating costs, the
hospital has few alternatives to maximize the botton line. Hospitals
exist to meet the present and future needs of the communities that they
serve~ Searching for alternatives to increase cash flow is a sound
fiscal strategy that will help to achieve that goal.
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APPENDIX A
MISSION STATEMENT OF ST. MARY'S HOSPITAL
A StaterneT1l Qf Pllilosoplly For
THE HEALTH CARE APOSTOLATE
EAST CENTRAL PROVlNCE
DAUGHTERS OF CHARIIT OF SAINT VlNCENT de PAUL
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The [Jaugltlers oj Charily. jounded in 1633 by 51.
Vincent de Paul and SL Louise de Marillac have Cl
centuries-old tradlUC'n oj involVClnell( in the healing
ministry of the Catholic Church in homes. dis-
pensaries. hospitals. on balll~rields and in looay's
complex health centers.
Thefundamenlal purpose ofthe Daughters ojChari (y
is to honor our Lord Jesus Christ as the source and
model oj all charity. serving hUn corporally and
spiritually i~ tfte person oj the poor.
In keeping with lhe example and teaching of Che
founders. the Daughters ojCharicy exCend the healing
-ministry oJ Christ wherever they seroe in a spirit oj
humility. simplicity and charily.
The motivating jorce oj (he Daughcers oj Charily Ls
expressed in Chelr motto: ··The Charily oj Jesus
Crucified Presses Us.··
PHILOSOPHY
We bel1cve that each per30n ts created by God tn Hts own Image and likeness.. We further
believe that each person as a unity of body. mind and spirit has bern endowed with unique
human dignity. rights. and responslbtlities.
We believe that the dignity and rights of each person must be protected and promoted w1th
the utmost care.. froP.1 the moment of conception throughout life and death.
We believe that tn caring for the whole person. the In~..anlngof suffering may be recogntzed 1n
Ught of the suffering and death of ChrisL
We believe that healing Is ultimately the work ofGod and that our involvemenlln health care
is a participation in the healtng ministry of ChrisL a mission that we share w1th all those who
assist us in this work.
We believe that the health care ministry provides a means of w1tnessing to the work of Christ
as healer: the teachings of the Catholic Church concerning mercy and jusl1ce: and the
founders" spirit of humble. simple... and lov1ng serv1ce.
MI&SION STATEMENT
In affjnnlng our phllosophy. we believe our purposes are:
To witness to the good news of Jesus Christ by extending H~s healing tnlnistry to those we
serve.
To promote Christian community among ourselves in the spirit of equality and ecumentsnl-
To preserve and protect the nghts and dignity of each person we serve. In doing so. we abide
by the teachings of the Catholtc Church.
To develop and maintain dynamic organizations which strive for excellence while fostering
an environment v.:hich renects concern for the total person.
To assist Individuals tn achieving their highest potential through educational end~avors
and other progrdms promoting mentaL physical. and spiritual dcvt:l()plnenl.
To promote progrdnls and services \vhich support tile famtly unlL
To tmplenlcnt the phtlosophy and In is.<;lon of the [)aughl~rsof Chanty East Cent rdl Province
APPENDIX B
ORGANIZATIONAL CHARTS FOR St. MARY'S HOSPITAL
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APPENDIX 0
DEXEL CORPORATION COST BENEFIT WORKSHEET AND FUNCITONAL OVERVIEW
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DEXEL CASH FLOW MANAGER
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Oexel Cash Flo~ Manager (CfM) is the only system on the
market today Which can provide the Chief Financial Officer,
Business Office Manager or Patient Accounting Hanager a com-
pletely inte9rated patient account base ~hich provides self-
pay, commercial, bad debt follow-up, account representative
ana~ysis, payment schedulin9, ~nd a~tomati~ ackno~ledgement of
patient payments, totall¥ ~ithin thiS hos~ital. The Dexel
system automates all patient accounting billing follo~-~p
functions. It is the logical enhancement to your current
hospital accounts receivable system to control and maximize
your recovery efforts, reduce d:ays in rece i vables and bad de bt,
and improve cash flow.
1. PATIENT ACCOUNT ENTRY
The entry of patient accounts into the Dexel CfH system is
typically accomplished· by electronic transfer from your exist-
ing hospltal information system, eliminating the tedious and
time consuming task of manual entry. A custom-designed inter-
face will allow entry of your patient information into the
Dexel software.
Payments that should be applied may also be transferred to CFM
on a daily basis to keep your recovery operation current ~ith
latest accounts receivable information. Updated information
obtained by the patient representatives, i.e., new address or
phone number, may likewise trasfer back to your hospital data
processing system and update any appropria~e information.
2. PRE-RECOVERY NOTICES
The Dexel CFM system will permit your office to issue a series
of user defined notices prior to direct contact by your patient
representatives. This function can be designed and used in a.
variety of methods vhich permits the greatest possible impact
on your recovery effort.
Recovery without unnecessary phone calls ~hile maintaining gaae
public relations is possible with the control your office has
available through CFM. Notices need not be mailed to valued
patients (or administrators) because the notice cycle could not
be controlled. Once payment is received, the notice series is
halted immediately.
1.1
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3. PATIENT ACCOUNT MASTER
The patient master contains all the vital information your
patient representatives need to perform their recovery func-
tion. All demographic data, account numbers, account balances,
promise amounts and dates, treating physician and more are all
dis~layed simultaneously. Admission, discharge, billing and
clalm dates are all displayed. The patient representative
simply pushes a button to view on a display screen the next
account assigned b¥ the manager. Trips to the file cabinet,
tumbling through flies for written information, lost sheets of
paper or lost files, are no longer impediments to your recovery
effort. Notations taken during or after a conversation with a
patient can be recorded in the memo area in the display. Those
remarks are then automatically time and date stamped with the
patient representative's 1.0. code. Billing summary informa-
tion is displayed on an optional fourth screen. If the hospi-
tal decides to bring billing data to CFM, your patient repre-
sentatives have complete account information.
4. INSURANCE INFORMATION
The greatest portion of your outstanding receivables is tied up
in commercial accounts; Having this information. readily avail-
able to your patient representatives ~ill greatly reduce days
revenue outstanding and improve cash flow.
The Dexel system provides for four insurance carriers, policy
coverage, policy numbers, phone numbers, admission date, bill
date, and ~ contact" for the pri~ary carrier. All memo informa-
tion and payment information is displayed as well.
With CFM, your office will realize the greatest improvement
in cash flow from the ability to stay on top of the insurance
companies and concentrate your recovery effort in the area
that's easiest to collect. The tracking capabilities allow
quick resolution of problem accounts with missing information
or paperwork eliminating the familiar "to do" stacks of files.
Your office may identify those carriers who do not pay in a
timely manner, record outstanding aged accounts receivables by
class and identify procedural bottlenecks that decrease prodUC-
tivity and increase the need for follow up.
5. PAYMENT SCHEDULING
The opportunity to recover an overdue balance often depends on
the flexibility the patient representatives have to arrange
payment terms. CFM payment scheduling functions will provide
your representatives the capability of quickly assigning a
payment schedule to each selected account.
1.2
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The schedule amount and promised date are displ~y~d. If pc1y-
ments are received on time, then those accounts \Jill not appear
during the work cycle. If payment is missed, then the accOunt
vill be brou9ht forward as a broken promise account to be
worked immedlately.
Scheduling payments ~ill help improve recovery vith those
patients unable to pay the full balance. It vill eliminate
unnecessary follo~-up on accounts that have already been
handled and provide a more efficient allocation of manpower to
~ork on accounts that have a higher priority.
6. PATIENT ACCOUNT INQUIRY
Quickly responding to a patient who may call your patient rep-
resentative is made easy through CFM inquiry. Any account
can be accessed by up to 13 different criteria. Patient
account number, patient name and financial class are included
as search options. Phonetic search is also a unique option
that helps find hard-to-spell names in the inquiry mode.
7. PATIENT MASTER LISTING
Patient Master listing allows for the scrolling of accounts In
their summary form. Only overview information is contained
(patient name, patient address, account balance, patient
account numbers, home and work numbers, etc.). From this
listing, each account may be displayed in its more detailed
form.
8. COMPANIONATEO ACCOUNTS INQUIRY _
A p~rsistent pro?lem commo~ to n~a~lY. all.busi~ess off~ces is 2
patient or.a patlent's family utilizing different services
offered by a healthcare facility. A patient may end up having
numerous balances that amount to astronomical sums of money.
Until no~, linking or companionating these accounts in a manua]
filing environment ~as a difficult and time-consuming task.
The Dexel system accomplishes this chore on a daily basis
automatically. These companionated accounts may all be placed
under a Ifbase" account so only one representative need spend
the time to recover an outstanding balance.
Small balance accounts~that are usually sent directly to any
outside agency may be companionated into a larger overall
balance that may be recovered in-house.
1 . )
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Account.s that are companlOf1dtcd or-c dcnot2d on the patient
account master (with the balance due on the individual aCCOunt.
and the companionated balance indicated). Patient representa-
tiv~s may see the "list" of comf?anionc1ted accounts from the
pat~ent account master screen wlth one keystroke.
9. ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE GOAL SETTING
The Dexel System provides management ~ith a very useful set of
productivity tools. Goals may be set for each individual rep-
resentative based on the number of phone calls, contacts,
promises to pay, amounts of promise activity, and most ~mpor­
tantly, the actual amount recovered. Graphic presentations are
available on-line for each representative so that he/she may
follov hiS/her oYn performance. These same measurements are
available for the patient accounts manager, tor individual or
group statistics.
Activity for each representative may also be measured in terms
of total number of accounts turned over, amounts collected,
accounts viewed with no activity (vs. same accounts ~orked with
some activity, etc). A variety of other performance measure-
ments are ava i lable. ItGuess Work II a bout per formance is
eliminated by the system. You then have the opportunity to
ackno~ledge areas of strength, and make changes ~here there is
potential for improvement.
10. ACCOUNT WORK SET UP
Complete control of which specific account types, and specific
accounts within an account type, is afforded the patient
account manager for assignment to each patient account repre-
sentative. Accounts presented to each representative may be
determined by·financial class, account balance, good phone
numbers, broken promises, etc. The SET UP may be changed and
freely manipulated regularly to fine-tune your recovery effort.
Adjustments may be made for experienced representatives, giving
them each a greater number of accounts to work. vacation time,
sick days, and other recovery disruption can be kept to a mini-
mum "by distributing the work load among the remainder of the
staff. The work-ahead feature of CFM allows account represen-
tatives who finish their calls early to have access to an addi-
tional group of accounts for additional collection calls.
The Oexel system will not allow accounts to be lost or mis-
placed in a paper shuffle. Your efforts are more positive and
productive. The number of days in your outstanding receivables
~ill be significantly reduced. Offlce morale ~ill improve as
your cash flo~ increases!
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CFM Benefits
~ Direct Benefits
• Reduce Receivable Days
• Reduce Bad Debt Writeoff
• Reduce Outside Expense/Fees
• Improve Ca sh Flow
• Increase Revenue
• Augment Services to Doctors
• Establish Good P.R. with Billing
Follow-Up
~ Create Diversdication Opportunity
~ Maximize Productivity
~ Main tain Compe ti tive Adv an tage
~
Lf) CFM Work, Flow
..
FORWARDING
ANAL YSIS
Agency
Financial
Class
Analysis
Delinquent
Accounts
R 0 VIC W
Au I odunnlng
Seleclive Dunning
Payment
Scheduling
Commercial
Insurance
NEW
COLLECTIBLE S
PRE ·PROCE SSING
ACCOUt':-JT REP
WORK
PAYMENTS
APPENDIX E
SAMPLE SMS PATIENT DATA MAILER
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STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT
:1 A.c1c1ft''''-, Or Inc.,U r ,lf1C(' Inforrn,ill()n Shown Below Is Incorrect Ple ..lse Enter Changes On 8ack And Check fhls Bo~
sr. M~t{Y·:J
2 J 2 J I-J ~ t'<' r (I
MILWAUt<.l:.L,
t 1 ...j ~ t' 1 r i. L - f1 r L ~ 1-"\ U t\.. l L
L i~ K L U l(
~l ~J~ll $
F wU • &A U J • C d H. r~ • t-: L ~ U L ~ r c u
For Into( malton He-
~:~r\\,n1e~~~C,h;~~te ~ :. 1 4 - ~ ~ ~ - d L 1 U
Pay This~~oun~__ Payme~ueBy
R~t';~-t~frt~!1t~~~/O~-AII-~~<i~~:t:_~j
YOUR
SENT
ACCOUNT 1.:> NUW SERIOUSLY PA5T DUt:.. IF YOu
YUu~ CHECK, PLEASE UISREGARD THIS NOTICE.
HHUt= AL..-lEADY
L , a
Send Payment To Guarantor
ST. M~KY' SHU:' P I r A L - MIL ~J j.~ U K c t.
BUS I '" E ~, .~ U F f I c.. L
[)RA~£,.{ ~,+O(l
MIL~AUK~tJ ~l ~J~7d-040B
tiu7'-}J~o~
.6143"& 350" 6
I
M[L~AUKEL,WI ~J210
_.t:L r?I~J~U~~f_pn.o_p_lH ~I.H:DI.T T~ _(O_U_R_.:<;<;?~~~_~E_r~c~_ A~~~~ _D_O_T_T~~ ~INE AND RETURrJ ror> P()lJT:/. :IITH VOUf1 P:,,'.1fr-JT
SOL (THul-C~r ~/? .00
LEASE PAY IN FULL
OR CALL
225-8211
J r Y r< C .'~ c Last Stmt
Insurance 15 Estimated For Billing Any Balance Unpaid Will Be Billed To The PatIent
OJ/2.0J~l
Adm. Dale
r1 7 o6~T~ G4/20/\.;1
.00
Est. Insurance Due
s20J.4d
Account Balance
s
Discharge Date
i''1Ai-<Y':.::, r'lG~t--'ITJ4L
U J 7 <J () S i.J ~
HOSPItal ::; r
Patient No
Payments And Charges ReceIved After The Date Of This Statement Will Be Reflected On The Next Statement.
APPENDIX F
FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW OF SMS' COLLECTOR WORKSTATION PRODUCT
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• Selection of Accounts andl·or Units \\'ith VOF processing.
• CrcJtion of "Worklists" via prioritization of qualified Accounts and/or Units.
• Recurring \veckly processing in \\'hich the abo\'c takes pI3ce, plus the ability
to c\ecutc the SJrne "off-c:yclc" to accommodate unforseen situations.
• StJnd:lrd Reports communicating the result of the Qualification and
Prioritization processes in detail and summary.
~
• An additional standard report sho\\'ing qualification duplicates, \vhich can
be used to prevent "debtor harassment".
• Assignment of Worklists to Business Office stafr based on specialty.
• Online processing of \\'orklists.
• Future Follo\\'-Up and Transfer processing.
• Demand Follo\\'-Up Functioning.
• Fast-path branching to OAM Inquiry 3nd D3t3 Entry Functions.
• St3tistic31 Inquiries and Reporting.
FEATURE
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Receivables Management Workstation
BENEFIT
Automatic generation of target
files and worklist.
Online Worklist
Online future follow-up
Online demand follow-up
The hospital's collectien
policies can be systematically
employed through the
generation of automatic target
files and worklists based upon
hospital-defined profile
parameters. This increases
consistency, reduces manual
effort, and increases-'
effectiveness of collection
efforts.
Reduces the amount and-..costs
of paper reports; efficiently
presents the next account to
be contacted for follow-up,
thereby reducing time between
calls and increasing the
number of debtors contacted
per collector.
BENEFIT
Allows an account to be
requeued automatically for
future follow-up due to no
answer or incomplete contact.
This eliminates the need for
collectors to maintain manual
reminders or tickler files,
reduces the chance for
accounts to slip by
uncontacted, increases overall
efficiency, and makes promised
call-backs more timely and
consistent.
Provides for the electronic
transfer of accounts between
collectors and/or supervisors
on demand, increasing
efficiency, ensuring the
proper person is making the
contact, reducing manual
efforts, and increasing
hospital pUblic relations.
FEATURE
Branching to GAM functions
Collector productivity
reporting
Auto-dialer
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BENEFIT
A fast-path branch to OAM
functions allows collectors to
view all pertinent account
data online and to make
appropriate entries, including
collection notes and
comments. Collectors do not
have to leave their screens
during viewing the initial
worklist online, making
account inquiry, posting
comments, and scheduling the
next contact date, thereby
mov~ng closer to the truly\
paperless business office.
Online real-time and paper
historical productivity
reports give supervisors4 the
ability to monitor collectors'
activities, better control the
collection efforts, provide
statistical, reporting to
management, and document staff
performance.
Through use of a third-party
auto-dialer or a terminal with
auto-dial capability,
collectors can have the system
automatically dial the
appropriate phone number
(patient, guarantor, or
insurance), reducing the
manual effort needed to make a
collection call, eliminating
wrong numbers, increasing
efficiency, and speeding the
collection call, thereby
increasing the number of
debtors contacted by each
collector.
RECEIVABLES MANAGEMENT
WORKSTATION
REPORTS
QUALIFICATION DETAIL REPORT
~QUALIFICATION SUMMARY REPORT
QUALIFICATION ERROR REPORT
QUALIFICATION INTERRUPT REPORT
DUPLICATE QUALIFICATION REPORT
COLLECTOR ACTIVITY REPORT
WORKLIST EVALUATION REPORT
STATISTICS UPDATE ERROR REPORT
AUDIT REPORT
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INS1~ALLATION OF COLL~[C-rort \VOI\KSTATION
Once the sofl\\'are is applied, installation can commence and is comprised of
a fc\\' key t3sks.
...
Initially, it is important to select the datc of thc first CWS Weekly Day. All
tasks \\'ill then be relative to it.
Working bacK\vard from that d3tc, plan enough time to analyze your necds,policies, etc.
Thcse policies v..'il1 be translated into VOF codi_{1g in this timcframe.
OAS Profilcs v..'ill also be loaded here. There are 4 that need to be considered:(\\"0 \\'hich contain data about business office stafr, the HWorklist Definition",
and thc "Activity Code Dcfinition N •
SMS Hospital Profile fields relating to CWS \\'ill also be loaded, There arc 3that need to be reViC\l:cd and maintaincd.
Once this setup has been performed, the profile field \\'hich enables theWorkstJtion can be turned on. This \\-ill occur a day or t\\'o prior to your firstCWS \\'ccl-Jy Day.
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APPENDIX G
FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW OF PRODUCTIVE DATA MANAGEMENT'S
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE TRACKING SYSTEM
A(~COUNfl'S HECEIVABL.E 1'1~ACKING sysrfE11
( AH'I'S )
AH.T'S MODUI.E " A"
This ARTS Module includes more than 62 functions to support all of
the ARTS "front-end" features and the initiation of ARTS Claims
Management.
"Front-End" Features and Functionali.t.y
This module encompasses functions which improve and enhance
the identification, validation, and quality of patient t
guarantor and account (third party) information which is
obtained during the routine registration and/or admission
data gathering process via the existing ADT system.
This module invokes the Claims Management features of ARTS to
ensure that maximum efforts are consistently in place prior
the generation of third party specific, claims for billing
purposes.
Third Party Identification
*
Third Party "Help" screens to identify at the plan
level appropriate match by:
Employer name
Unlimited patient,
third party history
guarantor and account
Access
third
search
all
party
details by full
10 or description
or
by
part of
alpha
*
Full control of third party database; copy - to account
and mother to baby, delete, deactivate, reactivate
functions.
* Onl ine third party
documentation of
services.
verification
non-covered
of benefits and
charges and/or
Page 1 of 4
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ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE TRACKING SYSTEM
(ARTS)
ARTS MODULE "A"
* Online worklists and management reports to identifyunverified third parties by patient name and/or thirdparty payers.
* Customized third party screens that are payor specificin detail; Medicare, MedLcaid, Workman's cornpe~~ation,Champus, and Commercial or Contract Insurance.
* Special Condition Screens to alert operator of requiredaction to be taken specific to a third party payor (plan, or contractual agreement.
* Separate Subscriber database (otherguarantor) includes demographicinformation
than
and
patient or
employer
Patient Tracking
*
*
Exception based employee worklists for "missingelements" specific to a third party/plan which require
resolve prior to claim generation
MUltiple department/employee assignment criteria
*
*
Selection criteria facility defined; i.e.(type, medical service, pre-admission, etc.
Automatic online documentation of allperformed and outstanding elements
patient
activity
*
*
Automatic customized letter/correspondence generationbased on activity performed
Management reports reveal dollar impact of missing databy data element, employee, department, physician( etc.
Page 2 of 4
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ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE TRACKING SYSTEM(ARTS)
ARTS MODULE nAn
....
* Non-payer specific elements worklisted in same mannerfor control in routine admissions process, "admittingchecklist ft items.
other Features
*
*
*
Unlimited free-form note entry for patient, guarantor Iaccount.
customized in-house letter generation
Full range of Management Reports to evaluate employeeproductivity and performance
Claims Management Features and Functionality
This feature of ARTS provides a complete audit trail of allactivities throughout the total claims cycle: pre-billing Ipost-billing, pending payment, denied, held, resubrnissionsand final payment. The ARTS system internally tracks theclaim at the third party and account level and therefore canprovide powerful management reports to reveal problem areasto invoke timely resolution. Each claim is a separatetracking record associated with the patients account andtherefore allows for flexible employee assignment in anonline method to promote ma~imum staff utilization.
*
*
*
Tracking and reporting of billing "backlogs" by thirdparty/plan
Exception based worklisting of delinquent unbilledclaims
Online view of all claims and corresponding currentstatus by account
Page 3 of 4
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE TRACKING sysrrEM
(ARTS)
ARTS MODULE f1 A"
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* Online view of
verification
requirements
third party
to ensure
details at
appropriate
the time of
submission
*
* Online view of all documentation for the patient,guarantor, account, third party
~Online view of pertinent claim details, i.e., filedate, dates of service, third party address, dollar
amount, payments and adjustments
* Complete audit trail online and via hard copy reports of
claim activity by third party and plan level, paymentand adjustment history and aging from production, filedate, payment.
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ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ~rIU\CKING SYSTEM
(ARTS)
ARTS MODULE nB"
This ARTS Module contains over 70 functions to fully supportonline follow-up and collection activities of the total ac~ountsreceivable. These features encompass the systematic tracking andexception-based employee assignment and vorklisting of third partyclaims, guarantor responsible amounts and account balances.· -
Third Party Follow-Up
ARTS "tracks" for the specific third party by claim thefollow-up activities which are required to promote timelypayment based on a facility-defined criteria of standard
operating procedures.
Guarantor Follow-Up
ARTS "tracks" for the guarantor/responsible party allestimated or actual balances due and assigns in an onlinemethod to employee "worklists" based on the facility-defined
criteria of standard collection procedures.
Account Balance Follow-Up
ARTS "tracks" the total account balance and assigns to theappropriate employee via online worklists for follow-up basedon the facility defined criteria of standard operatingprocedures.
All Follow-Up features of ARTS include:
*
*
User friendly Profile Tables for ease of required
modifications, utilization decisions
Multiple provider based employee assignment
regardless of staff location
* Online reassignment
accounts to other
assignment
of claims,
employees
guarantors, or
for temporary
Page 1 of 3
*
support of "grouped" accounts by guarantor forfamily billing/follow-up methods
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ACCOUNTS I~ECEIVAI3LE rfRACKING SYSTEH
(ARTS)
ARTS MODULE "B"
*
*
*
Online installment arrangement/promissory note agreementdetails
Online guarantor credit "rating" application on file
Activity code based follow~up to promote compliance withfacility defined procedures
* Unlimited free-form note entry
* Complete employee and system generated audit trail ofall activity by claim, guarantor and account
*
*
*
*
Extensive and flexible assignment criteria for alltypes of specialized follow-up activities
Ability for supervisor to view online all employeeworklists
Online view of all tracking records, status and lastactivity by employee
Online bad debt assignment with security to precludeinappropriate account assignment
Automatic Letter ! statement Generation
* Letterhead quality letters with employeeextension and signature line available
name,
*
*
*
Profile Table allows users to define content and designof all letters
Activity Code associated customized letters to supportall follow-up without the necessity of employeeintervention
MUltiple letter generation for copy purposes topatient, employer, third party, etc.
Page 2 of 3
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ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE TRACKING SYSTEM
(AI~TS )
ARTS MODULE "B If
*
*
System generated third party "tracers" based on latestclaim status
System generated letter with details of paymentarrangement and reminder/thank you notices
* Support of inhouseinterdepartmental use
correspondence/letters for
* Letter Series which generates all follow-up statementgeneration based on specific facility criteria; i. e. Idate cycle, minimum payment, dunning notices (age),. etc.
Management Reports
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Profile Tables allow facility defined standard and adhoc reporting formats of all ARTS database elements
Third Party and claim analysis to project futurecontracting of HMOjPPO agreements
Identification of billing backlogs, slow pay thirdparties, problem areas
Historical analysis to assist in routine cash flowprojections
Analysis of employee productivity and effectiveness
Monitoring tool for changes in operating and policydecisions
Collection agency assignment by type of account,balance and number of accounts by agency
Collection agency recovery percentages and aging byagency
Page 3 of 3
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ARTS MODULE "C"
This Module of ARTS contains over 40 functions to support theonline posting functions of payments and adjustments to theaccounts receivable. This module is an enhancement to the Follow-Up Features of ARTS (Module "B"). This module ensures accurateand rapid posting, balancing and ~transmittal of paym~ts and
I adjustments.
.
* Profile Tables allow more extensive transaction codesand descriptions above the accounting system chart of
accounts
* Multiple account flows for mass entry posting (i-.e.,
remittance advice)
*
*
*
*
Online view during posting process of claims detailensures appropriate posting of third party payments
Supports pre-billing adjustments and pre or postpayment write-offs by billing/follow-up staff
Posting details include check number, receipt number(for OTC), notes entry for payer identification
Posting detail includes third party identification for
analysis reports
* Easy access to non-transmitted batch detail
correction/modifications
for
*
*
*
Mul tiple security levels by posting functions ensures
compliance in cash handling policy and procedures
Complete audit trail at third party, guarantor, accountlevel of payment/adjustment activity
Flows to support posting of payment and adjustment
within same account and batch
Page 1 of 2
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ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE TRACKING SYSTEN(ARTS)
ARTS MODULE "C't
Online view of all batches and current balance,transactions, transmit status
Complete audit trail by ~employee of all activity inposting, reconciliation, transmittal process
.
Hardcopy reports to support all audit controls andprovide back up documentation
Page 2 of 2
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PRICING SUMMARY
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Initial
Product License
ARTS MODULE n A"
Front-End Features $ 80,000
ARTS MODULE "B"
Collection/Follow-Up
Features 125,000
ARTS MODULE "crt *
Payments and Adjustments 50,000
Features
Annual License Renewal/
Maintenance Agreement
16% of Initial Fee
16% of Initial Fee
16% of Initial Fee
* This Module is an optional enhancement to Module "B".
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Titne is Money'~
"ARTS has surpassed our Ilighest expectations in function-ality. The ability to consistently control, monitor, andsignificantly improve our overall performance has been-achieved with this powerful tooL"
Mr. Don Wright
Director
Central Business Office
Sutter Hospitals
Sacramento. California
At Admission
ARTS reduces the risk of non-covered days
and unapproved stays with online contracttenus and conditions. Separate and completeguarantor data for all accounts reduces the risk
of preventative bad debt.
Pre- Discharge
Departmental online worklisting ofall required
clinical and financial information is capturedfor timely follow-up. Daily exception reportsprovide management with the tools neededfor success.
At Claim Submission
Online worklisting of missing data requiredfor billing prevents billing backlogs. Online
view and editing of claims reduces the risk
of costly resubmissions and denied claims.Analysis reports reveal problem areas for
effective resolution.
At Collection
Online assignment of all accounts, claims, andguarantors with customized tracer, letter and
statement generation equip the follow-up staff
with all the tools necessary to implement thehospital collection procedures. Productivity
reports document success.
Extend the life of your current systems and your institution and call formore infonnation today. It's about time. And money.
Accounts Receivable Tracking ~ystem
~~~n b~9RUCT'VE"H~rnTnllMANAGEMENT
5801 E. Slauson Avenue. Suite 250. Los Angeles. CA 90040Telephone (213) 725-2904
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It~s About Time.
For years hospitals have relied on computers to manage the everyday needs of
its departments. Today, the needs of the hospital financial user far exceeds the
capabilities of these systems.
That is why ARTS is solving the cash flow problems at major medical cent<:rs
across the nation - by providing the ADDED functionality needed in today's
hospital infonnation systems.
Time is Money.
At Admission.
ARTS reduces the risk of non-covered days
and unapproved stays with online contract
tenns and conditions. Separate and complete
guarantor data for all accounts reduces the risk
of preventative bad debt.
Pre- 0 ischarge.
Departmental online worklisting ofall required
clinical and financial infonnation is captured
for timely follow-up. Daily exception reports
provide management with the tools needed
for success.
At Claim Submission
Online worklisting of missing data required
for billing prevents billing backlogs. Online
view and editing of claims reduces the risk of
costly resubmissions and denied claims.
Analysis reports reveal problem areas for
effective resolution.
At Collection.
Online assignment of all accounts, claims, and
guarantors with customized tracer, letter and
statement generation equip the follow-up staff
with all the tools necessary to implement the
hospital collection procedures. Productivity
reports document success.
Time Well Spent.
The ARTS system was designed to co-reside with all existing hospital systems
which utilize IBM mainframe computer hardware. ARTS does not replace your
current system and therefore a costly conversion is avoided. Extend the life ofyour current system and your institution and call for more information today.It's about time. And money.
Accounts Receivable Tracking ~ystem
~~ PRODUCTIVEIIm~rnTml ~~GEMENT 5801 E. Slauson Avcnuc • SUItc 250 • los An~elcs. CA QOO40 • Tdcf'h<lnc (21 .' \ 72 S· 2Q04
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ARTS - ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE TRACKING SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW
PRODUCTIVE DATA MANAGEMENT
5801 EAST SLAUSON AVENUE, SUITE 250
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90040
(213) 725-2904
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AHTS - ACCOUtrrS RECEIVABL.E TRACKING SYSTEH
1. INTRODUCTION
The Productive Data Manag~m~nt;~(POM) Accounts Receivable TrackingSystem (ARTS) is designed ·-to·~,.rork· .1IS an integr.al ~~'part of a total.hospital patient accounting <system. The unique design capabilities ofARTS allov the" system to fuily~interface and therefore co-reside vithall existing systems.
ARTS provides a highly efficient on-li~e capability for businessoffices to reduce bad "debt
l
improve cash flov l better control accountsreceivable aging and significantly increase staff productivity. UFr~nt­end" ARTS functionality supplements the admission system and prO~1?eSon-line and reporting mechanisms to ensure the obtainment of 'allrequired billing data for timely generation of "clean" bills a-ndclaims. CfBack-end ft ARTS provides for complete collection, follov-up,cash posting and claims management functionality.
Business Benefits
Because ARTS co-resides ~ith all existing systems, installation can beaccomplished in a relatively 6hort period of time. ARTS may beinstalled vith all or some of the institutions existing systems, or~oncurrently \lith neu acquired patient accounting systems. Eitherlnstallation approach requires no change in ARTS functionality. ARTSdoes not require a conversion of required tables (i.e., ChargeDescription Masters, General Ledger I Revenue and Bill code parameters,etc.) and ARTS in itself is "a t"able"diiven system.·
The system vas specifically designed to provide for user ease ofoperation and subsequently a rapid training schedule is achieved.Therefore, immediate positive results in business office productivityand cash flov are achieved. A high level of system maneuverability isaccomplished in ARTS via the innovative creation of the Command~andler. This flexibility creates a truly non menu driven system for~ncreased maximization and optimal results of ~ ARTS functionality bythe user.
PDM
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Institutional payback begins as 600n as ARTS is placed in production.
The institution can expect the product to pay for itself in less that
twelve months. There are several reasons for thi6 rapid payback:
1) Reduction in Bad Debt
Unlike other systems ARTS permits the collection and tracking
of guarantor. obligations to' occur at any time starting with
the pre-admit process. ARTS also enables immediate tracking
and verification" of key patient a~d guarantor financial data.
In existing systems this data is erroneous or not obtained at
all.
To illustrate the anticipated annual savings for an entity,
using the tracking capabilities of ARTS it is conservat~vely
estimated that a It "reduction in bad debts will occur. This
results in a direct annual savings of several hundred
thousand dollars plus interest.
2) Reduction in Days Receivable
The automatic collection components of ARTS, (such as the
automatic "broken promise" or event scheduler, the automatic
update and tracking features during claims processing, and
the elimination of delays during payments and adjustments)
results in an ability to collect obligations several days in
advance of existing environments. Also because ARTS
processes at the "claims" level, it maintains an accurate
aged receivable by third party which eliminates confusion and
permits t~ird party monitoring and follo\J-up in advance of
receipt of payments. In addition, "the features described in
the bad debt discussion ('1 above) also resul ts in a more
timely collection of accounts receivable.
It is estimated that ARTS viII reduce days receivable by
several days. This represents a continuous ability to
collect daily revenue ~any days sooner than in the past. By
mUltiplying the total entity daily revenue by the number of
AIR days eliminated and applying an annual interest rate, a
continuous savings of several hundred thousand dollars \lill
be derived.
80
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II SUMMARY OF MAJOR YE.J\TURES
PRE-BILLING AND KISSING ELEMENTS TRACKING
*
..
..
..
..
Patient Tracking
-Worklisting of patients for required data elements
-Pre-admission screening
-Admission notification
-Utilization review requirements
-Eligibility indicators
Real time assignment of account for follow-up
-Personnel profiles for account responsibility
-On-line reassignment based on account activity
-Multiple provider definition regardless of staff location
Note entry of activity at patient, account, guarantor or thirdparty levels
-Retain system generated or manually entered activities
-Activity history retention defined by institution
-Eliminate need for file folder retrieval and dependence
Tracking and reporting of incomplete data
-Institution defines data elements requiring completion
-Supports institutional contracts and discounted business
-Tracks 'missing elements' for worklisting
-Results in complete information for claim forms
-Adequate information captured for follow-up
-Assignment of account to responsible department for missing dataelement follow-up (i.e., Medical Records, utilization Review,Business Office)
Third Party Plan management
-On-line display of all Third Parties and coverage previouslyidentified for patient
-Employer name pathway with plan definition display
-On-line coverage verification and non-covered charges or servicesidentified
-Automatic "copy" of third p·arties to new account or mother tobaby accounts
-On-line view and access of contractual terms and conditions
PDM PAGE 3 ARTS
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• Current account information
-On-line access of all system and operator invoked account
activities to insure appropriate action
-Accounts displayed with entity name and occurrence, episode and
. service definition by patient name listing
Automatic letter generation
-In-house patient correspondence of admission requirements
-Requires no operator action - 6ystem generated via activity
ON-LINE CLAIMS EDITOR
...
*
On-line claims editor
-On-line entry and edit of all required coding structures, (i.e.,
DRG, ICD-9, Procedures)
-Tracking and reporting of missing claim details
-Restrains claim/bill generation awaiting required data
-On-line charge and adjustment entry of revenue codes (CDML)
-Tape to tape claim submission capability
-Automatic adjustment of revenue based· on discounted business
agreements
Instant billing system
-Point of service and charge itemized bill generation
-Automatic receipt generated at time of payment posting
-Demand bill and claim capability
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE COLLECTION AND FOLLOW-UP
*
PDM
Real time assignment of accounts for follow-up
-Multiple provider definition regardless of staff location
-On-line reassignment based on account -activity
-Personnel profiles define account responsibilities
-On-line re-delegation of work based on staff availability
PAGE 4 ARTS
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Comprehensive claim management
-On-line add/update by third party claim of submission and follow-up details
~Display of all claims by account and current age/status •
-Claim detail display in payment and adjustment flo~s tor accurateon-line posting
Follov-up by third party
-Worklisting for follow-up based on institutionally definedtime frames
..:
-Ability to perform concurrent follow-·up by various staff due-; tothird party worklist assignment (by claim)
Follow-up by guarantor
-Support for tfamilyt collection efforts
-Ability to follow-up in singular effort to guarantor for allentity accounts on-line and document accordingly
83
*
*
*
*
Automatic letter generation
-Pre-formatted letters with account specific demographic andbalance information interfaced
-Letter series module replaces scheduled billings to patient orguarantor with customized quality correspondence of all entityaccounts.
-Requires no operator action - activity performed generates
support for installment payment agreements
-Financial arrangements tracked and delinquency reported
-Worklisted to employee only if payment missed
-System generated reminder (billing) and thank you (paymentreceived) notices sent without operator intervention
-On-line guarantor credi~ history and rating
Bad Debt assignment
-Eqits to preclude inappropriate account .assignment
-Management approval process prior to receivable adjustment
Note entry of activity at patient, account, guarantor or thirdparty (claim) levels
-Retains system generated or manually entered activities
-Eliminate need for file folder retrieval and dependence
PDM PAGE 5 ARTS
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Current account information
-On-line access of all system generated and operator invoked
account activities to insure appropriate action .
-Accounts displayed with entity name and occurrence, episode and
-. service definition by patient or guarantor name or account number
PAYMENTS AND ADJUSTMENTS« ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
..
..
*
*
On-line payment/adjustment entry
-Display of account information necessary for correct posting
-Timely reflection precludes inappropriate collection turnover-
-Multiple functions available to coincide with institutional auditand posting requirements
4
-Multiple account flows for mass entry posting (i.e., remittanceadvice)
Collection Agency account assignment and reporting
-Identify turnovers (numbers and amounts) by agency
-Reporting on recovery amounts and aging by agency
Account management reporting
-Profile Tables allow institutionally defined standard andhoc reporting formats of data base elements
-Third Party and claim analysis
-Billing backlogs
-Cash flo~ projections
Personnel productivity management reporting
-Analysis of employee activity and effectiveness
-Gross task productivity statistics
-Evaluation tool for moni~oring employee performance
-On-line re-delegation of assignment criteria for temporary orpermanent staffing changes
PDM PAGE 6 ARTS
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ALL PAYOR UX;S
All Payor Ings~Claims reconciliation between anticipated (contract or verified)payment and actual
-Contractual allowance discount calculations by revenue and charge
code/description
ARCHIVING/PURGING
Archiving/purging
-Institutionally defined parameters
PDM PAGE 7 ARTS
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The following Sections provide a detailed non-technical description ofthe ARTS product.
III PRE-BILLING AND HISSING ELEMENT TRACKING MODULES
There are four
business office
generated:
(4) maj or components
activities prior to
of ARTS ..,hich support hospital
the time that patient bill is
1) Third Party Information Data Base
2) Tracking of incomplete or missing data elements forPatients, Third Parties and Guarantors
3) Worklisting of incomplete or missing data
elements for Patients, Third Parties andGuarantors
4) On-line Notes
111-1 THIRD PARTY INFORMATION DATA BASES
The identification of insurance coverage or third party liability forthe cost of services rendered is generally an integral part of theadmission or registration process for a patient. ARTS can \Jork \.lithcurrently installed A-D-T and/or Registration systems to enhance thedetail of information available on-line. ARTS can either provide analternate method of third party information capture or \Jill simplyaccept information interfaced from those systems.
ARTS has the feature of retaining a historical base of identifiedinsurance carrier for a previously admitted patient. When the ARTSuser begins the third party identification function, the third partycoverage(s) previously established for the patient are displayed. Theterminal operator may then select any of the displayed carriers andcopy them into the current patient account. If no previous history isavailable, the carrier name, pol~cy and group numbers may be entered.If the historical information displayed for a patient is incorrect orincomplete, the terminal operator has the ability to add carriers,deactivate a carrier not currently applicable, or delete a carrier formdisplay if it is no longer appropriate for that patient.
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The ability to identify Third Parties, the characteri6tic6 of coverageand the identification of elements for tracking depend on four ProfileTables in ARTS.
The first table is the Third Party Master which identifies t.he basicdemographics of a carrier. Information such as the Carrier Name,Address, Telephone Number and Contact Person are included in thismaster to provide a comprehensive listing of third parties appropriateto the institution. The second master necessary is the Third PartyPlan Master. Third Party Plans are established by the institution that~ill act as 'shells' for entering d~tailed insurance coverageinformation. This concept does not require-··that a specific plan be setup in ARTS for every carrier and every coverage type for that carr.ier.A 1 im~ ted number of Plan Masters provide the basic components ofcoverage for an extensive number of specific policy details. The PlanMasters define the following types of coverage information fields:
87
Description
Deductible amount
Policy limits
Service limits
Reimbursement Percentage
Maximum days coverage
Non-covered services
Flat Rate indicator
Once the terminal operator has captured the basic carrier information(i.e. copied it down from the historical database of key entered it forne~ information), the appropriate Plan Master coverage 'shell' isselected. The Plan Master details may now be changes, at the accountlevel, on~line, based on the policy verification. These changes becomea part of the account Third Party record without changing thecharacteristics of the Plan Master. This customized coverage 'shell'is 1 inked \.lith the carrier information to create the total insurancedata for that third party for that account.
T\Jo addi tional Prof ile Tables \lhich expand the Third Party and PlanTables are the Employer Master and Employer Third Party Tables. Thesetables provide on-line pathways within the admission and registrationflows to enable selection and copy of a third party and plan byemployer name. These tables provide an expansion of third partydel ineation by employer for }nul tiple third parties and plans to beassociated with an employer.
PDM PAGE 9 ARTS
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In addition to the four Tables described, the Terms and ConditionsTable completes the functionality required to ~ddres6 ~ Third Partydetails to provide the system calculation of discounts and contractualallowances for all payers. This module provides on-line maintenance ofdiscounted business with Third Parties and automatically adjustsaccounts receivable per the terms in this Table. This Table allows theoperator at admission or registration to identify a contract patientand edits the financial class and third party indicator to ensureproper code assignment.
111-2 COMPLETION DATA ELEMENTS TRACKING
A major system feature of ARTS is the ability to track criticalinformation necessary for the correct bill ing and follo'J-up of anaccount. The generation of a 'clean' bill or claim form and thecapture of complete patient/guarantor demographic information, providesthe institution the tools necessary for effective account management.
Some Patient Account systems provide the ability to stop generation ofa bill or claim form if guarantor information, diagnosis information orinsurance verification information is not available on a gross level.ARTS extends this capability by allowing the Patient Financial Servicesareas to define that specific data elements are necessary prior to thegeneration of a bill or claim form.
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In addition, ARTS will help the institution controlpatient and guarantor elements necessary forpatient/guarantor liabilities.
ARTS classifies the types of data elements as either:
1., Third Party Completion Data
2. Patient/Guarantor Completion Data
3. Admission Criteria Completion Data
the capture
follow-up
of
of
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ARTS may be assisted in the capture of all data defined a6 'necess~
for completion' on the interface capability available within the
institution's A-D-T, Patient Account and/or Abstracting 6y6tems. ARTS
does provide mechanisms for input of these elements directly to ARTS if
interface is deemed unworkable.
A description of the two types of completion data element tracking
follows.
THIRD PARTY COMPLETION DATA
The production of a 'clean' claim form with all necessary informa~ion
filled in is of primary importance in Third Party claims manageme~t.
The time required to manually re-work or regenerate an inadequate claim
form is directly reflected in the AIR days Outstanding. ARTS addresses
this problem through the Third' Party Completion Data function. ARTS
provides reporting and worklist capability of accounts \Jith defined
data elements missing or incomplete.
The ARTS completion Data Element6 and Third Party Master Tables (Third
Party, Third Party Plan, Employer Plan and Terms and Conditions) allow
the institution to define those data elements \Jhich are critical to
claim form completion and follow-up. For example, using UB-82 as the
claim form, the institution could define that for commercial insurance
carriers the following elements ~ould be required:
Type of Admission
Relationship to subscriber
Insurance Group Name
Insurance Group Number
Diagnosis
These elements could be expanded for Medicare coverage to also require:
Admit Source
Hospital Insurance Effective Date
89
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~Elements for admitting and in-house compliances for occurrences suchas:
Pre-Admission Screening
Admission Notification
Utilization Review Requirements
Eligibility Indicators
The institution could choose to define only elements that havehistorically been a problem to collect for Completion Data tracking, orcould include all elements routinely considered •necessary' . Onceelements are defined at the Third Party level as 'neces'sary Iinformation, whenever that Third Party is identified for an account,ARTS will check for completion of those elements. Completion DataElements tracking is accomplished by the Terminal Operator selecting anaccount, via alpha search of the patient name, whereby ARTS displaysall the elements not completed or requiring follow-up for that patient.Worklisting for incomplete or missing elements allotJs the TerminalOperator to display entered information and decide by a (Y)=Yesj(N)=Noindicator whether the information is appropriately completed. Thiscapability provides a revietJ mechanism for data entered and helpsinsure that inadequate data in these fields can be edited by theTerminal Operator and, if necessary, updated in the same function oncean element is marked "yu indicating it is complete, the element isdeleted from the Completion Data Elements tracking for that account andwill not appear on subsequent worklists for that account. Once all theCompletion Data Elements have been successfully completed for anaccount, that account is deleted from Completion Data trackingworklists.
When coverage for a patient is identified as a PPO or contractingcarrier with the institution, ARTS will provide the option ofpresenting the Terminal Operator with a screen defining the criteriasubscriber's must meet, or information that must be provided to insurereimbursement. These criteria may have been 6elected by theinstitution to be included in the Terms and Conditions and completionData Elements Tables for subsequent tracking capability of ARTS.
In order to provide notification that supplemental forms or attachmentsare required and should be combined with the bill and/or claim formbefore filing, tracking in the form of a 'checklist' screen or screensmay be selected. This capability allotJs the identification ofinstitutionally defined items that are required and provides an on-line
90
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•checkl ist' for Admissions noting those requirements. Thus, billerscould be assured that second opinion documentation, authorizat..ion formsor special claim forms are available to be attached to the claim formbefore mailing.
Completion Data worklisting of Third Party data elements ~ould continueto occur until notification is received in ARTS that a bill or claimform has been produced by the billing system or, optionally, be deletedfrom \Jorklisting upon receipt of a Third Party payment. "
PATIENT AND GUARANTOR COMPLETION DATA
ARTS allows the institution to define those data elements relating tothe patient or guarantor that it considers necessary for good accountfollow-up and management. Because the elements classified as requiredvaries by institution, the Completion Data Table of the ARTS Profileprovides the flexibility of the institution defining its unique set ofelements.
The types of elements an institution might consider necessary are:
Patient Social Security Number
Patient Drivers License Number
Patient Employer Name and Address
Guarantor Social Security Number
Guarantor Drivers License Number
With the establishment of a new account, whether through interface fromother systems or through direct data input to ARTS, tracking recordsfor the completion data elements \Jill be created. ARTS will check forcompletion of those elements. Completion Data Elements tracking ofpatient or guarantor data is accomplished by the Terminal Operatorselecting an account, via alpha search of the patient name, wherebyARTS displays all the elements not completed or requiring follow-up forthat patient. Worklistings for completion data elements allows theTerminal Operator to display entered information and decide by a(Y)=Yes/(N)=No indicator whether the information is appropriatelycompleted. This capability provides a revie~ mechanism for dataentered and helps insure that inadequate data in these fields can be
PDM PAGE 13 ARTS
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edited by the Terminal Operator and, if necessary, updated in the same
function. Once and element is marked "Y" indicating it is complete,
the element is deleted from the Completion Data tracking for that
account and will not appear on subsequent worklists for that account.
Once ~ll the Completion Data Elements have been succes6fully completed
for an account, that account is deleted from Completion Data tracking
workl·ists.
The institution could define that only elements that have historically
been a problem to collect are tracked, or could include all elements
judged 'necessary'. Missing elements work~isting of patient/gua~~ntor
data would continue to occur until notification is received in" ARTS
that a bill or claim fo~ has bee~ produced by the billing system. -.
111-) WORKLISTING OF HISSING DATA ELEMENTS
Employee 'Worklist assignment is created in the pre-bill print mode
based upon ARTS receiving data that validates if the patientts stay is
contract related and third. party identification has been properly
entered. This process requires that all patient classifications to
have a third party assignment code. In order to maintain clean and
manageable 'Workl ists, selection of accounts holding for missing data
elements by department responsibility is available. The Activity and
Assignment Tables of the ARTS Profiles define the criteria and
activities for worklisting accounts to the responsible user and the
timeframes in 'Jhich the follo'J-up of the outstanding missing data
elements should be accomplished.
PDM PAGE 14 ARTS
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The following depicts how the Missing Data Elements, Assignment,Activity and Third Party Tables impact the worklisting process:
Patient Account Profile
1)
2)
3)
4 )
5)
6)
7}
8)
9)
10}
11)
12)
·Patient Name
Patient status
Total Charges
Terms
Conditions
Plan Code
Third Party 10
Third Party Description
Employer
Billing Requirements
Adjustment
Missing Data Elements
Discharge Summary
Final Diagnosis
Mary Adams
Discharged
$2500.00
Per Diem: $500.00 per day
Pre-Auth.• 1908923455
1001
4900
Blue Cross Prudent Buyer
PDM
Summary at Net
$1000.00
Department Responsible
# 101 Medical Records
, 101 Medical Records
Based upon this profile, the account will appear on the completion dataelements report for management monitoring involving Business Office,Medical Records and Administration. The qua~ity control clerk ~ill notbe able to control the follow-up on the account due to the holdingreason being the sale responsibility of Medical Records.
111-4 PRE-BILLING ON-LINE NOTES
The Ac~ounts Receivable Tracking System is designed to provide a fullhistory of all institutionally relevant activity that occurs for anaccount which is relevant· to the patient, guarantor, ·or third party.Therefore, ARTS provides three separate mechanisms for notes to becomea part of that history, which is then available to all authorizedfinancial service area users.
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The principal method of documentation throughout ARTS is the use of
activity codes \lhich .are facility defined within the Activity Code
Table. These pre-defined descriptions allow the user to enter in a
logic~l code which automatically and without further operator effort,
fully~ document the activity performed, generate customized letters and
reassign for future follow-up based on the procedural follow-up and
assignment criteria established within the Activity and Assignment
Tables.
The second method of notes entry allow personnel to enter on-line notes
via the notes entry function. This c~pability will provide an
alternative to handwritten notes being entered in the" patient financial
folder. In addition to wider access to the details of account follow-
up, the notes entry capability will provide a note legible
communication. Notes would enhance the ability of 6eparate departments
within the patient financial service area to know the exact status of
an account and the appropriate activity each should be taking without
waiting for transfer of the folder. This shared knowledge should
reduce the number of internal phone calls necessary to determine the
current status of an account.
An additional method is where the institution can define, in the
Activity Table, that notes will be automatically entered for system
generated activity occurring within the Patient Accounting systems,
and/or ARTS. The Patient Accounting system would provide, via the
interface transaction to ARTS, the mnemonic for that interface
activity. ARTS will check whether or not to post the description for
that activity. For every activity the ins.titution defines in the
Activity Table, it may decide whether or not that action is significant
to an account and should; therefore, be a part of the notes history for
an account. This description posting option is available regardless of
where the activity. is generated, Patient Accounting or ARTS.
Notes entry may also be via free form entry, in order to supplement the
basic activity mnemonic and its description. Especially in cases where
exact documentation of follow-up activity taken is important, this
capability might be used over the simpler mnemonics entry. The
sequencing of notes and activities is defined by the institution in the
ARTS General Parameters Table.
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An example of how these methods of notes history entries might beposted for a single account follow. If the billing system generated aclaim form for Blue Cross, a Patient Accounting interface transactionwould pass to ARTS and a system note would be generated stating 'INSURCLAIM" PRODUCED t • (This type of verbiage would be defined by theinstitution and is included here for explanation purposes only.) Whenthe biller mailed the claim form and entered a mailing or file date,ARTS would enter an activity note stating 'INSUR CI..J\IM MAILED'. IffollotJ-up activity lJas required due to no payment, personnel coulddocument that type of activity through notes entry and perhaps enterthe activity code n'TELINS" for TELEPHONED·INSURANCE'.
The use of mnemonics that are meaningful to the institution pers~nnelcan shorten the data entry keystrokes necessary to enter notes as \J~llas document the level of follow-up activity that has occurred within anaccount. Mnemonics are shortened descriptions and may identify follow-up activities, system transactions or data.
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IV ON-LINE CLAIMS EDITOR
In addi tion to the "front end It functions which allo\l tracking andworkllsting of missing data elements to ensure quality claimgeneration, the ability to edit all claim data elements prior to formgeneration is provided. The claim form edit and audit capabilities asdefined by third party, State, Federal or other requirements aremaintained within the Claim Content and Definition Table. The on-lineclaims editor provides the appropriate restraint of claim generationand submission due to incomplete specific data elements. These dataelements include all diagnostic coding structures and the ability todef~n7 summary or detail charges and net or gross revenue by claim.. Inadd~t~on, the biller may add or adjust charges from the claim on-linebased on review criteria for immediate correction and submission whichresults in rapid payment receipt.
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v ACCOUNTS RECETVABLE COLLECTION AND FOLLOW-UP
ARTS .enhances the Accounts Receivable follow-up process by providingspecialized functions to enable:
1) Third Party Worklisting and Follow-Up
2) Guarantor Worklisting and Follow-Up
3) customized Automated Letters
4} On-Line Note Follow-Up
Below is a description of each specializedO-function.
V-I THIRD PARTY WORKLISTING AND FOLLOW-UP
ARTS provides the ability to track all claims for an account based onthe third party, or parties, identified for each claim. copying downthe insurance carrier from the historical base or key entering thatinformation, creates the ARTS tracking records as appropriate to managethe insurance verification for each carrier identified. ARTS viII alsopass necessary insurance interface information to the PatientAccounting system as defined by the institution.
The first tracking record activity may be for Unverified Insurancetracking. The institution can define in the Third Party Master, bypatient type, vhether or not verification of a specific third party isrequired.
If verification is defined as required, a Terminal Operator can follow-up on all unverified Third Parties for an account via tvo uniqueworklist methodologies.
The financial user can vork from the Unverified Insurance '-lorklist.Selection of an account from this '-lorklist viII display all unverifiedinsurance for this account and allow the user to begin identificationof new third parties, update information or enter the policy details asverified by the carrier. ARTS will continue to track for verificationuntil the Terminal Operator indicates that verification is complete foreach third party.
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Alternatively, the user can opt to perform verification of all accountsfor a specific Third Party by inputting the Third Party identifiercode. ARTS will display a listing of all accounts meeting the selectcriteria. Theoretically, this would allow an insurance verifier theability to verify all outstanding accounts for a selected third partywith one phone call.
If no formal verification is required, ARTS will create the verifiedinsurance interface record to the Patient Accounting system immediatelyand has no need for an unverified insurance tracking record.
For example, if for Third Party 5100, Patient Type I has ·the unverifiedinsurance indicator set to "~", unverified insurance tracking recordswill be worklisted until verification is completed, the verjfiedinsurance interface record to the Patient Accounting system will becreated. If the unverified insurance indicator is set to N(=N) forOutpatients (Patient Type=O), for Third Party 5100, as 600n as thiscarrier is identified for the account, ARTS will consider the insuranceverification requirements complete although technically unverified andcreate the Patient Accounting interface record.
Once verification is complete for an account, the interface record tothe Patient Accounting system should allow for production of th2 claimform based on the institution's final or cycle bill productioncriteria.
ARTS begins this method of Third Party follow-up tracking based on theinstitutions billing system producing a claim .form or an ARTS generatedclaim via the Claims Editor function. Decisions in the ARTS ProfileActivity and Interface Tables determine whether tracking records forall insurance generating claim forms are created. This capabilityinsures that tracking records are created even where verification wasentered directly into the patient accounting system, ~as automatic orotherwise not kno~n to ARTS prior to production of the claim form. TheInterface Table defines at which activity defined in the Activity TableARTS should begin its follow-up process.
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Once the billing system or ARTS has produced a claim for a third party,ARTS can track that claim and worklist the claims for accounts stillrequiring a file or mail date. This feature'is available even when
'unassigned' claim forms are generated even though no further trackingof that claim is required. This capability is necessary to maintainaccurate productivity statistics for claim forms mailed. AccountsReceivable liabilities are maintained correctly as 'unassigned' claims
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may be interfaced to ARTS wi th a zero dollar amount caus ing them todelete from Third Party follow-up \Jorklisting with no liability duefrom.the third party.
Accounts can be deferred from appearing on the UnfiledjUnmailedworklist based on the days specified in the ARTS Profile.
When the mailing or file date has been entered the tracking record willprovide the ability to \/orklist accounts for additional third partyfollow-up activities. If no file date i~ required, the defaul~ datefor activity aging is the Patient Accounting system bill' dateinterfaced to ARTS.
The Activity and Assignment Tables of the ARTS Profile defin~ thecriteria and define the activities for \/orklisting claims for accountsto the responsible user and the timeframes in \Jhich the follow-up ofthe insurance claims outstanding should be accomplished.
A typical policy and p~ocedure might define that:
Insurance biller Betty Smith is responsible for billing accounts andfor the insurance company follow-up of accounts having commercialinsurance coverage with patient initials ranging bet~een EA and HZ. Ifno insurance payment has been received by 30 days after file date, andthe account balance is greater than $100.00, telephone follow-up of theclaim is required. If no insurance payment is received yithin 10 daysafter telephone contact, follow-up letter INSLTR10 is sent out.
Based on the above policy being defined in the Assignment Table and theActivi ty Table, if today a claim form is produced for patient JohnFranks, ARTS yould first hold the claim until the 6tandard daysparameter for this activity in the Activity Table \Jere met or exceeded.Once those days elapsed, ARTS would \/orklist this account to billerBetty Smith until a file date was input. Upon mailing the claim form,Betty Smith inputs the file date~ ARTS moves to the next activity anda~aits payment. If no third party payment is received ~ithin 30 daysof file date, ARTS checks that the account to Betty Smith for telephonefollo~-up. The account would remain at this activity and continue toappear on Betty Smith's Yorklist until the maximum days for theactivity are achieved or an activity mnemonics is entered indicatingthat telephone follow-up was accomplished. 10 days later, if nopayment activity or insufficient payment had been reported, ARTSescalates to the next activity which is to generate letter 'INSLTR10
'
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in the next batch process. Production of the letter would advance tbis
account to the next activity defined, or begin worklisting based on ~the
criteria defined for the activity.
ARTS..activity may also be overridden by an authorized user providing
the escalation or de-escalation of activity falls within the normal
ranges 6pecified by the institution. Each activity has defined in the
Activity Table of the ARTS Profile, the standard days as well as the
maximum days range for each activity. Whenever a terminal operator
exceeds the range 6pecified, ARTS will i6sue an error message. An
audit report of these error transactions can be produced for management
analysis.
V-2 GUARANTOR/ ACCOUNT FOLLOW-UP
ARTS provides the flexibility of follow-up activity based on access via
the guarantor for the account in addition to Third Party Tracking. At
the point the institution chooses to define the account/guarantor
liability to ARTS, tracking records are created to assist the Patient
Financial Service area personnel in their objectives of collecting
monies due. If no third party is identified for the account, this
tracking can begin as early as estimated charges due prior to service
or admission are entered. If a third party is established, account or
guarantor liability can be tracked from deductibles o~ed or non-covered
percentages due (provided the total guarantor liability for those
monies is entered into A.R.T.S) or can await payment of all third party
claims before tracking the account or guarantor liability.
Based on criteria in the Activity and Assignment Tables of the ARTS
Profiles, the institution can define its policies for follo~-up and
collection of guarantor liabilities and allow ARTS to worklist accounts
to insure that each activity takes place according to policy.
The Activity Table will define what activity is appropriate based on
the last activity recorded, whether generated in A-O-T, Patient
Accounting or ARTS. The time frames allowable for an activity to take
place are defined in the Activity Table also. The Assignment Table
will worklist an account for action by the responsible employee based
any number of criteria defined for each user. The escalation of
account activity and responsibility \lill occur based on parameters
defined in these Tables. This escalation process could include
transfer from clerk to supervisor, from Billing to Collections, or from
99
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Accounts Receivable to Bad Debt. The intermediate steps for phone
follow-up, letter generation, or notification of assignment to a
collection agency could all be controlled through ARTS activity based
on institutional decisions in the Profiles. Whenever the institution
requires user intervention or decision making of an account, no next
activity is defined and the account is worklisted to the appropriate
user for action.
This capability allows the institution to 6et policies and timeframes
for a selected action to take placed, yet allows the Terminal Operator
to determine whether or not the next normally defined activity should
be accomplished. This capability will allow an institution to define
all the criteria under which an account might be handled within ARTS ~p
to a specific point. For example, for accounts under $200.00 ARTS
could control all follow-up activity up to letter notification th4t the
account will be turned over to a collection agency. If the institution
chose to have accounts meeting the criteria \/orklisted rather than
automatically generating the 10 day notification letter, ARTS would
allow the Terminal Operator to make the decision whether or not to send
the letter on an account or guarantor 6pecific basis. This selective
process could prevent letters from being generated for sensitive
accounts that had not fallen under review criteria prior to this point.
ARTS provides additional capability for Guarantor/Responsible Party
follow-up. Based on an ARTS Profile option, ARTS will allow the
institution to group accounts based on Guarantor 10. The Guarantor 10
will be institutionally defined. All accounts having the same
Guarantor ID will be grouped for collection activity. A user will be
presented with a worklist display that shows the guarantor total
liability and allow access to the individual patient accounts that make
up that liability.
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In the area of contract accounts, whereas the institution has
established an installment payment plan with the guarantor for one or
more of the outstanding accounts, ARTS can provide additional
capability for the effective management of these agreements. ARTS will
allow'establishment of contract accounts for guarantor liability of all
accounts based on Guarantor 10 or for single account liability.
The expected frequency of payment can de defined in ARTS as:
101
Weekly
Bi-Weekly
Monthly
Bi-Monthly
single
While these frequencies are generally self-explanatory, 'Single' may be
used whenever a guarantor has made provision for a single lU~I? sum
payment by a specific future date.
Due dates should be entered for the payment frequency and ARTS will
workl ist contract accounts to the appropriate personnel for action
based on the due date plus any 'courtesy' days granted before a account
is considered delinquent. Courtesy days allowed are defined in the
ARTS Profile Activity Table and generally reflect mail delivery or
internal handling times.
V-) LETTER GENERATION
ARTS provides the ability to print pre-formatted letters, tracers, or
clain inquiry correspondence to third party carriers, patients and
guarantqrs. Letter formats are defined in the Letter Definition Table
of the ARTS Profile. The exact structure of the letter must be
defined. ARTS will allow user selected data elements to abe inserted
into the structure of the letters.
In addition to activity generated specific letter generation, the
ability to create a letter series to augment or replace routine and
scheduled statement or bill activity is provided. The letter series can
also be utilized to accommodate small balance account activity which do
not require staff intervention, but need quality letter submission to
communicate specialized messages or policies.
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:A sample letter structure would be defined as being sixty lines inlength, 65 characters in width and require ARTS to insert the followingdata elements and contain 'the following pre-defined verbiage:
Date
Patient Name
Patient Discharge Date
Guarantor Name
Guarantor Address
Guarantor City, state, Zip
Account Balance
PDM Test Medical Center has recently sent you a bill for the aboveamount. To this date, we have not received your payment in full,nor have you made satisfactory payment arrangements. Alloutstanding insurance claims have been paid. It is most importantthat full payment be made at once, in order that we may avoid theneed to utilize outside collection efforts.
If you are in disagreement as to your liability for the amount,~ould like to make special payment arrangements or if you have anyquestions, please call our offices between 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.Monday - Friday at 000-555-5555.
Sincerely yours,
Account Representative
Ext. 234
This type of letter may be automatically produced as a result of:
1. a specific action or defined ARTS activity taken with an account
- or -
2. after a specified number of days without the expected activity.
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An ARTS user may also determine that a letter should be generated based
on an activity performed by that user in working the account. The
requested letter codes viII be designated by the user for letter
generation by ARTS on-line within the business office or during the
batch process.
V-4 ON-LINE NOTES FOLLOW-UP
.\
If the account required legal action during the collections process, a
financial user could choose to enter free form notes containing' the
details of conversations in order to fulfill documen~ation
requirements. Thus, the complete notes history for this account would
have incorporated the three mechanisms available for posting.
In order to provide maximum use of the notes capability ARTS can be
used to post notes for internal or external use. Internal notes are
norma 11 y displayed or reported for insti tutiona 1 personnel. Externa 1
notes may be posted internally but also be interfaced to the Patient
Account system for printing on statements. This capability to support
such message printing transactions.
103
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VI PAYHENTS AND ADJUSTMENTS« l\CCOUNT MANAGEMENT
VI -1 . PAYHENTS AND ADJUSTMENTS
The ability to post or memo post. payments and adjustments to accounts
is supported in ARTS. In order to provide payment posting that meets
the needs of the institution, ARTS provides the ability to post
payments by account I by guarantor/responsible party grouping, or by
claim within an account. The ARTS Profile and the m~ltiple fun~tions
and pathways in ARTS provides options ,-,hereby the institutic:'n can
tailor its cash posting to its institutional policies. An examPle ·of
this type of option, is the ability to allow ARTS to spread the payment
to the oldest balance or the option to apply a payment only to a
specified facility's outstanding balance.
In order to provide a mechanism for timely follo~-up of accounts for
guarantor liability, ARTS will allow a posted payment to be flagged as
the last expected payment from a specific third party for account.
This flag can create the transaction data for the patient accounting
system to remove the account form the third party receivables. The
account balance liability would revert to the guarantor or other third
parties with claims outstanding.
The on-l ine entry of memo posted payments \Jill reflect only a MEMO
status until confirmation is received by ARTS that the transaction has
been accepted and posted in the patient accounting system.
The ability to memo post contractual allowances, account adjustments
and ~rite-offs will be an interactive part of the payment memo posting.
As \Jith payments, the on-line entry of adjustments will reflect only a
MEMO status until confirmation is received by ARTS that the transaction
has been accepted and posted in the patient account system.
If ARTS does not receive confirmation of either payments of adjustments
posting to the Patient Account system the memo entry will be removed
from the Notes. The days delay until cancellation of the memo posting
\Jill be defined in the ARTS Profile.
Payments and adjustments can be researched, identified and entered in
the same flow due to the ability of the Command Handler and Personnel
Tables to support mUltiple function access by the posting operator.
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Mass payment entry, such as remittance advices can be entered in the
same manner as received without additional screen flips or re-batching
to also include the adjustment related to the payment.
ARTS can also function in a Gtand alone basis and post all payments and
adjus.tments in the same fashion as described above except that the
payment or adjustment viII immediately affect the account balance
without verification from the patient accounting system.
ARTS is structured to retain payment and adjustment activity for the
life of an account, based on the archive and purge criteria established
by the institution.
VI-2 COLLECTION AGENCY ASSIGNMENT
ARTS provides the ability to determine when to assign an account, or
group of accounts for a guarantor, from the active Accounts Receivable
to Bad Debts. ARTS can also identify the collection agency to be
assigned. Based on institutional decision within the ARTS Profile,
ARTS \Jill build the transactions to transfer accounts to Bad Debt
through the batch process Interface to Patient Accounting and al10\.l on-
line transfers that will post to the account during interface
processing. Included in the function will be the on-line abil i ty to
f signal f ART.S (and the Patient Accounting system) to hold an account
from transferring based on user intervention.
As accounts or guarantor groupings are passed to the Patient Accounting
Bad Debt SUb-system, ARTS will maintain data elements that allo\J for
reporting on collection agencies. ·ARTS will provide a report of all
accounts assigned to an agency, the dollars assigned and the totals by
agency.
ARTS \Jill retain data regarding accounts assigned to collection
agencies based on purge and archive criteria defined by the
institution.
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VI-) ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT REPORTING
ARTS provides reporting that can assist in good account management_
The worklisting of accounts will eliminate the need for most printed
reports; however, some audi t and management reporting is appropr iate
and necessary_
The Report Profile system contains all of the tables used in the system
for generation of reports. Profile maintenance is performed on-line
via an authorized user operator .using the ARTS provided pathways.
All ARTS reports are institutionally defined in numerous select ,
criteria within the Report Profile Tables·. These indicators include
report description, sort and extract parameters, summary or detail
print options, type and range of data to be retrieved and~4date
parameters for routine, retrospective and special analysis reporting.
In addition, the ARTS Reports provide the institution with a
comprehensive reporting structure for the monitoring, analysis and
evaluation of ARTS assigned users. This history includes all aspects
of the ARTS functionality to monitor the quality and timeliness of
'Work performed as well as the effectiveness of the policies and
procedures ",hich the institution has selected to incorporate \Jithin
ARTS.
The ARTS Profile Table system includes the following general use report
structures:
Account Activity Audit Table
Age Trial Balance Table
Payment/Adjustment Batch Control Table
Batch Letters Table
Collection Agency Table
Data Completion Table
Guarantor Follow-up Activity Worklist Table
Guarantor Duplicate Table
Guarantor Follow-up Activity Supervisor Worklist Table
Guarantor Age Trial Balance Table
Interface Log Table
Patient Duplicate Table
Productivity Statistics Table
Report Aging Category Table
Third Party Follow-up Activity Worklist Table
Third Party Follow-up Activity Supervisor Worklist Table
Third Party Age Trial Balance Table
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VIr ALL PAYOR LOGS
The ability to perform charge, revenue, payments and adjustmentsreco~ciliation logging mechanisms for claims, third parties ordiagnostic coding structures, ARTS provides this data retrieval via theLog Content and Definition Table and Log Column Definition Table.These tables provide limitless access and reporting of all data baseelements yithin ARTS. .
An example of log utilization would be:
o All Payor Logs, inclUding concurrent financial ~~viewreporting for in-house pat"ients, variance analysis \payormix, volumes), management reports, physician analysisreports, and .prospective vs. actual reimbursement monitoring.
o Medicare Logs, inclUding correct calculation of Medicarereimbursement, concurrent financial revie~ reporting of in-house patients, length of stay analysis, outlieridentification and reporting, management reporting, andprospective vs. actual reimbursement monitoring.
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:
VIII ARTS PROFILE
The ~ccounts Receivable Tracking System - ARTS is designed around an
on-line Profile which is developed under and maintained by the PDM
Table Manager software product. The ARTS Profile provides for
extensive customization, by the institution, of output descriptions on
screens, pathway flows, printout production and processing options.
This extensive customization of the system, under Profile control,
negates the need for the institution to undertake massive customization
of this product of this product to meet the unique institu~ional
requirements. The ARS Profile is maintained by the institution "in an
on-line, interactive fashion.
ARTS provides for the grouping of like Profile parameters togethe~ for
ease of entry and maintenance. The grouping is usually based on-- the
ARTS function of process being controlled by the parameters. For
example, all personnel characteristics are grouped together in one
table, all parameters which control archiving/purging are grouped
together.
The tables in the Profile not previously defined include:
General Parameters contains provider identification infor-
mation such as name, address, and phone number. Provides for the
definition of mUltiple entities. General system options and
controls are defined.
Activity contains the activities to be used in ARTS and the
criteria under which each activity is governed. The decision
criteria for the next activity and the length of time to remain at
this activity is defined.
Archive/Purge defines the elements of ARTS processing to be
archived and/or purged. controlled by the number of days after
account reaches zero balance -through payments, adjustments of
write-off. Also, this table will control the purging criteria for
third parties associated with patients and or accounts.
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assignment to Patient Financial Service personnel
cases, guarantors, third parties, etc.
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Collection Agency - includes the name, address and phone number
for collection agencies used by the iDstitution in addition to
assignment guidelines and statistical data.
Employer Master - includes the name, address and phone number and
third party and third party plan by employer.
Employer Third Party defines by employer the singular or
mul tiple third parties and third party plans associated. Flags
contract third parties and employer specific discounted business.
financial Class - lists the eligible financial classes for the
institution and acts as a validation table for their .~se.
Financial Classes may be up to 4 alpha-numeric characters.
Function - contains an entry for each function (i.e. job flow)
that ARTS can execute. Each entry has an institutionally defined
minimum security level for access to that function.
Hospital Service - lists the eligible hospital service codes for
the institution.
Identification Line - contains entries in which the institution
defines the second line of information for ARTS screens based on
screen date, i.e. whether third party, guarantor or account data.
Interface - this table provides the detailed information necessary
in order to interface ARTS with the following patient information
areas:
A-D-T/Registration
Accounts Receivable
Cash Posting/Adjustments
Billing
Bad Debt
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If Outpatient processing of
separately, that interface is
within the interface table.
the necessary files
also developed by the
is handled
institution
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Letter Definition - specifies the criteria under which letters aregenerated, the format and verbiage of each letter including
.qefinition of th~ patient demographic elements to be inserted.
Claims Content and Definition - defines by claim type all requireddata elements required for claim submission by third party. Claimsare edited against the table to restrict the generation ofincomplete or erroneous claim coding.
Completion Data Elements - contains the institutionally def inedcritical data elements "to be captured in an account for thePatient, Guarantor and/or Third Party. This table provides" themechanism for the tracking of these data elements until capture isachieved. May be used in conjunction \lith the Third Party -PlanMaster characteristics to delay production in the billing systemof bills and claim forms until completion of the required missingelements, provided that capability exists for the billing system.
Terms and Conditions defines by third party all admissioncriteria, hospitalization requirements, revie~ mandates, discountsto revenue, etc. for contracted third party reimbursement.
Patient Status - lists the patient status codes appropriate to theinstitution and acts as a validation table for their use. ARTSpre-defined codes are:
110
P
A
C
D
R
Pre-admit
Admitted
Cancelled
Discharge
Registered
This institution may define the patient status codes already inuse and point them to the ARTS code.
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Patient Type - list the eligible standard patient types for theinstitution and acts as a validation table for their use .
.Examples of possible entries are:
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I
C
E
o
H
S
Inpatient
Clinic
Emergency
Outpati.ent
Home Health
Short stay Surgery
Transaction Codes - acts a validation table for revenue, paymentand adjustment codes entered through ARTS as correct for in~~rfaceto the Patient Accounting System.
Report Definition - lists system options available for generationand customization of pre-formatted system reports.
Third Party Master - contains the specific Third Parties common tothe institution and contains demographic information for eachcarrier as well as ARTS specific default criteria. Lists thecompletion elements that the institution defines by Third Partyfor Completion Data Tracking.
General Ledger defines all general ledger coding structuresspecific to the institution.
UB82 Codes defines and validates all UB82 code util ization forclaims generation.
Third Party Plan Master - a set of •shells' defining the mostcommonly used third party coverage characteristics. These
C shells' should act as a template for verification personnel incapturing the details of policy coverage relating to a speci f icincident of care. The account will contain policy detailsspecific to that account while allo'Jing the Master Plan used toremain standard.
As ARTS functions are expanded, profile tables may be added to supportthose functions and help maintain institutional user control overimplementation of ARTS option.
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IX SECURITY
peS-ADS utilizes a two digit numeric code for all security level
checks. The higher the number, the greater access to ARTS functions are
prov~ded. Security levels for a particular user are specified in the
user .profile data base of PCS/ADS. '. ARTS also has an internal security
level for the financial service areas. During ARTS installation, the
customer may se a minimum security level for each function in ARTS via
the Profile Function Table. For example, the institution has defined a
minimum security of 30 for the Payment Posting function. A
correspondence clerk with a security level of la, signs on to ARTS and
selects the functions Payment Posting. ARTS 'Jill check the Profile
Function Table and not allow the correspondence clerk acce~s to the
function. .
The standard securi ty level for peS-ADS are very general in their
qualification and are used in ARTS as follows:
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SECURITY
LEVEL
00-09
10-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80-89
90-99
DESCRIPTION
Administrative Support Information or Inquiry
only
Limited Update capabilities
Limited Interdepartmental Update capabilities
Verification and Limited Interdepartmental
Update capabilities
First Line supervisory staff ~ith Update
capabilities
Second Line supervisory staff
Third Line Supervisory staff
Fourth-Fifth Line Supervisory staff
Fifth-sixth Line Supervisory staff
Reserved
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X ARCHIVE AND PURGE
ARTS provides for the archiving of ARTS data to an off-line media for
storage and subsequent batch retrieval. The ARTS Archive Subsystem is
comprised of two components: 1) the actual archiving of data to
magnetic tape in a bach mode, and 2) the on-line purging of the ARTS
data.
ARCHIVE
ARTS archives ARTS data to magnetic tape based on several options that
the institution defines. The institution define show long a patient's
ARTS data will be maintained on-line after discharge. 'This is
accomplished by setting ARTS Profile parameters. The ARTS A_r.chive
Subsystem uses these parameters to determine a patient's eligioi_l i ty
for archiving. The institution also defines, in an ARTS Profile table,
the data elements to be archived along with their length and definition
of any special processing to be performed.
The institution initiates the archive function periodically in batch
mode. It is recommended that archiving be done either weekly or every
other week. Once initiated, the ARTS ARchive Subsystem scans the ARTS
data bases searching for zero balance accounts W'ho meet the time
criteria specified. Once a patient is identified for archiving, the
ARTS Archive Subsystem vrites the data elements specified for archiving
to magnetic tape.
The ARTS archive tape consists of two distinct sections:
1. A layout of the archive data record(s). THis layout includes
the ARTS data elements names, their lengths and their
relative position in the archive record. This is similar to
an Assembler DSECT and may be used by batch retrieval
programs to extract data from the archive tape.
2. The archived data, in 'flat' record format.
During the archive process, ARTS may access other data bases to get
information as necessary (***). An example of this is that each
Terminal Operator identification field is used to read the peS-ADS User
Profile Data Base to obtain the Terminal Operator's name and title for
archiving.
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Multiple archive tapes may be merged together, as long a6 the recordfonnat is not different from one tape to the next. The arts Archivecomponent does not update the ARTS Data Bases.
The second component of the ARTS Archive Subsystem is the function thatactually purges the ARTS data from the ARTS Data Bases. This ".'functionis performed on-line via an ARTS program. The ARTS Purge progrqm isexecuted based on an institutionally defined schedule and does thefollo'Wing:
1. The insti tution defines, via ARTS Profile parameters, thelength of time an account is kept on-line after zero balanceis reached. The zero balance may be created by credi ts,payments, adjustments, 'Write-off to Bad Debt or any otherinstitutionally approved write-off. It is necessary thatthis length 0 f time e greater than the Archive length oftime for synchronization. The ARTS Purge program uses theseparameters to search the ARTS data bases looking for accountsthat are eligible for purge. Once identified, ARTS purgesthat account from the on-line data bases.
2. The purge functions assumes that the first component of theARTS Archive Subsystem (i.e., the archive to magnetic tape)has been run 6uccessfully and in a timely basis.
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XI TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENT AND pESIGN GUIDELINES
The Account Receivable Tracking System operates in a standard (non-
modified) crcs, IMS and PCS-ADS environment using 327x-type terminals
and 328x-type printers. The Accounts Receivable Tracking System
utilizes PCS-ADS standard software components such as the Screen
Manager, the Generalized Editor, the PDM Data Administration Facility
as well as the PDM Table Manager. Both DOS and MVS operating systems
are supported. The Accounts Receivable Tracking System utilizes on-
line, real time processes as well as batch processes to insure maximum
system efficiency for any particular area of system functioning.
The system was developed using the following design guidelines:
1. ARTS uses all of the productivity features of the PCS-ADS
software. WHile the system as delivered to an institution
contains pathways and screens for all of the functions, the
institution may easily modify the appearance of, access to,
and flow of functions by simply modifying screens, DCL's and
ARTS Profile parameters.
2. The Accounts Receivable Tracking System i6 designed around a
Profile which is developed under, and maintained by, the PDM
Table Manager product. The ARTS Profile provides for
extensive customization, by the institution, of screens,
pathways, printouts and processing options. The ARTS Profile
is maintained by the institution in an on-line, interactive
fashion via ARTS pathways.
3. The Accounts Receivable Tracking Systems is designed to
interface to other appropriate systems installed within the
institution in order to avoid duplication of effort by
patient financial service personnel. Potentially appropriate
systems for which interface structures are designed, include
patient admission/registration, accounts receivable including
cash posting, billing and bad debt.
4. The Accounts Receivable Tracking System was developed
utilizing pre-established standards, guidelines, naming
conventions and terminology consistent with industry standard
practice.
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